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The Image of Fairfield

26 students arrested in fake ID case
Caitlin Whelan
News Editor
Christine Hamel
Assistant News Editor
At 6:00 a.m. on
February 16, Fairfield police
arrested twenty-six freshmen and
sophomores on the charge of
forgery in the second degree and
conspiring to commit forgery,
both Class D felonies. The arrests
were the culmination of an
interstate investigation of false
New Jersey driver's licenses
created off campus.
Investigators reported
that the raid was the largest ever
staged in the state on a suspected
false-identification
case,
according to the February 17 issue
of the Connecticut Post.
Security
officers
accompanied the police to
Kostka, Dolan, Campion, Jogues,
and Gonzaga residence halls.
Glenn Griffin, associate director
of Security at Fairfield, said,
"Police were serving legal search
warrants on campus. We were
not directly involved with their
investigation previous to their

arrival on campus."
Fairfield Police Captain
Robert Comers reported,
"Detectives and uniformed
officers served twenty-seven
search and seizure warrants, and
recovered illegal New Jersey
photo ID licenses." The students
were arrested in their rooms,
handcuffed, and taken to local
police headquarters to post $500
bonds for court appearances.
"The penalty for these
charges can be over $1,000 in
fines and up to five years in jail,"
Captain Comers said.
The raid resulted from a
multi-week investigation into a
fake ID-making operation,
according to the Connecticut Post.
On January 26, according to the
Connecticut Post, the manager of
the Hi-Ho Motor Inn in Fairfield
reported to police that a
housekeeper had found evidence
of false IDs being made in one of
the rooms, which had been rented
to a 20-year-old New Jersey man.
When police searched the room
they found black laminate cards,
used Polaroid film cartridges and
lists of names with corresponding

Dolan Hall, one of five residence halls where
students were arrested in connection with
creating false driver's licenses.
Fairfield University residence hall
room numbers.
Police also found a
handwritten note
to an
unidentified individual from the
man who had rented the room,
outlining a plan to "do the entire

Photo: File
school this weekend," and
predicting that they could make
close to $5,000. The licenses sold
for $50 each, or two for $75.
The
individual
responsible for running the fake
ID ring was arrested on February

16 in Regis Hall, according to
Security. Fairfield police
charged him with twenty counts
to commit criminal forgery in
the second degree. At the time
the news broke, the operation
was allegedly being run by a
former University student. Since
then, Griffin has reported that
the individual was never
connected with the University
as a student. His court date was
set for Thursday, February 23..
Police may have been
aware of the false ID operation
when a fake New Jersey driver's
license was confiscated from a
University student at Eli' s Place
in Fairfield on January 21. A
copy of a similar fake ID was
found in the motel room.
All of the students
have been released. Those who
could not post bail were released
on the condition that they do ten
hours of community service a
week while awaiting disposition
of their cases. The students are
expected to be formally
arraigned on the charges

(Continued on page 4)

Class of 1999 and beyond to take
required course in diversity
Christine Hamel
Assistant News Editor
A new requirement in
multiculturalism for the Class of
1999 has been established. The
requirement is to take a course
on Diversity and Pluralism in
American Society. Classes that
deal with race, gender, ethnicity,
class, and sexual orientation
would be considered for fulfilling
the requirement. The course is
not an addition to core
curriculum.
Of the 120 credits that
are required to graduate, the new
course would take up three credits
which can be fulfilled through
core, electives, and classes for
one's major or minor. It will
cover a variety of disciplines.
The new requirement
came about from the faculty's
response to AHANA students
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who wanted a course that would
impact their lives through the
curriculum.
"I think it is very
important for a university in a
society which is as diverse in
multiculturalism as American
society is to have its curriculum
reflect that diversity and
multiculturalism," Dr. AlanKatz,
professor of politics, who played
a major role in the proposal, stated.
From responding to the
AHANA students, the course was
then recommended to the Faculty
Senate and then to the
Undergraduate Curriculum
Committee.
The Undergraduate
Curriculum Committee then set
up a subcommittee made up of
Professors McFadden, Rodriguez,
and Coury, who discussed several
ways to introduce the course.
Some of the ideas were to

introduce it as a single course or
as an addition to core.
Following research and
discussions, the group decided

on the new course. McFadden
felt that "the easiest and most
useful to start it as a cross counting
course."
The subcommittee made
the proposal to the Undergraduate

Curriculum Committee who
approved and recommended it to
the Academic Council,who made
minor modifications. Then, the
course vote went to the faculty.
After much positive debating, the
course was overwhelmingly
approved by the general faculty at
their last meeting.
"I think it is a very
exciting opportunity for students
and faculty at this University,"
Dr. Dave McFadden, associate
professor of history, said.
Katz added," I think it's
vital for Fairfield University to
expose our students to diversity
in many ways, especially through
curriculum."
At this year's summer
seminar, through University
funding, as many faculty as
possible will be trained to develop
new courses and to change courses
to fulfill the new requirement.
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"It's vital for
Fairfield University to expose our
students to
diversity in many
ways, especially
through
curriculum."
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They will propose the
process for determining which
courses count and they will go
through for approval. No
courses at the present time have
been selected to fulfill the
requirement.
"The summer seminar
will stimulate a variety of new
courses and approaches of
teaching. It is only a beginning
to transform curriculum into a
more diverse and pluralism
curriculum," McFadden stated.
The courses that will
be selected for this program
will be changing as more and
more ideas are formed that fulfill
the new requirement. There has
been talk of future plans of
extending this to other
multiculturalism
courses
beyond America and a possible
addition in the number of
courses.
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Campus Beat
Christine Hamel
Assistant News Editor
* On Feb. 13, there was a late complaint of an unwanted guest at 5:30 a.m. in Jogues.
* On Feb. 14, there was a suspicious person trying to buy books from professors in the School of Nursing
building. The individual was escorted off campus.
* On Feb. 16, at 6:30 a.m. Fa<rfield police showed up on campus with warrants to arrest students in
connection with a forgery ring involving fake driver's licenses.
* At 4:22 p.m. on February 16, Campus Security was called to Regis Hall about a suspicious person. The
person was the individual who made the false IDs. Fairfield policewere notified and arrested him on 20
counts to commit criminal forgery in the second degree. Fairfield police also recovered his car.
* On Feb. 17, Campus Security recovered stolen property from two students in a vehicle. The two students
are undergoing the judicial process.
* On Feb. 18, there was vandalism done to the pianos by liquid in the Jogues music room. It is under
investigation by Campus Security and Fairfield Police.
* On Feb. 20, at 1:06 a.m. a theft occured. Two students got out of a cab without paying in the Campus
Center parking lot.
* On Feb. 20, there was vandalism done to the wall in Dolan Hall by the elevator on the second floor.

Campus Crier
Class of 1997!! The '97 Class Dinner is tonight, Thursday
February 23 at 5:00 p.m. in the Oak Room of the Barone Campus
Center.
IRHG & Multicultural Relations present: "Diversity Issues
in Higher Education," by Dr. Russell Hamilton tonight at 8:00 p.m. in
the Faculty Dining Room.
The Free FUS A Movie Bus to Fairfield/Bridgeport Movie
Theaters will run Friday and Saturday night. It will leave from the
CampusCenterat6:35,7:10,8:35,& 9:10, andreturnat 9:25,11:30
and 12:30.
FUS A Films presents "Clear and Present Danger" in the Gonzaga Auditorium this weekend!
Showtimes are 8:00 p.m. Friday and Saturday. Admission is $2.
Michael Moschen, illusionist, will be at the Quick Center Saturday night at 8:00 p.m. Tickets
are $25, $20; Students half price.
Support the Stags!!! Stags Basketball v. Loyola Sunday afternoon, February 26, at 2:00 p.m.
in Alumni Hall.
4

The Class of 1996 Mass will be at 4:00 p.m. Sunday in the Egan Chapel of St. Ignatius Loyola.
Eucharistic Ministers! The EM mass will be at 7:00 p.m. on Sunday February 26 in the Egan
Chapel.

Classifieds
SKI — SPRING BREAK '95 Intercollegiate Ski Weeks, ONLY $209. Includes: 5 DAY LIFT
TICKET/5 NIGHTS LODGING (LUXURY CONDO)/5 DAYS INTERCOLLEGIATE ACTIVITIES
(Drinking Age 18), Sponsors Include: Labatts, Molson and MT. ORFORD, Quebec, .CANADA (Just
across the Vermont Border) Group Leader Discounts. Campus & Greek Reps Needed. Call Ski Travel
Unlimited. 1-800-999-SKI-9.
SPRING BREAK — Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun and Jamaica from $299. Air, Hotel,
Transfers, Parties and More! Organize small group — earn FREE tnpplus commissions! Call 1-800822-0321.
STUDENTS: Over 120 American manufacturers need you to assemble products at home.
Circuit boards, jewelry, holiday decorations, etc. Earn $280 to $652 weekly. Part-time/full-time.
Experience unnecessary/will train. You're paid weekly. Call 1-602-680-7444 Ext. 1001C.
Baby sitters wanted immediately. Care for easy going toddler. Flexible hours. Daysornights.
Near University. Own transportation and CPR helpful. References. $5-7/hour. Call 371-6141.
"PART-TIME" RECEPTIONIST wanted by FAIRFIELD ATTORNEY/CPA (near
Caldors/Bradlees) until 4/17/95. Requires bright, friendly, VERY RESPONSBILE individual with
some typing & good telephone skills. Ideal Business Student Job. "REQUIRES CAR." Approximate
Hours: M-F 5-7 p.m.; Sun 2-5 p.m.; Call 366-2564.
*-

Cheers

Boos

..to the Bennigan's off Route
17..to spontaneity..to random
road trips to Jersey. .to housemates
who lend you their televisions so
you can fall asleep watching
TV..to homemade coffee frappes
with mint liqueur..to awesome
friends who stop you on the hill
just to say thank you when
everybody else has been griping
all day..to getting asked to an
interview at your first choicc.to
dinner with handsome studly sexy
men..to the hot waiter at the
Ramsey
Bennigan's..to
impressions on the living room
chair..to sing-alongs on the way
to Milford. .to housemate bonding
(and the men we bond about)..to
four-hour discussions about sex
on a Sunday afternoon..to TH
145..tosurprisingyourroomie..to
sharing secrets..to murder
mysteries..to things working out
better than you hoped for..to
beautiful weather..to roommates
who call you from home to cheer
yOu up..to being delinquent and
not regretting it..to piercing the
cork board with pens..to spring
break being only a few short
weeks away..to to my brother
(who bakes!), my sister, and
special friends — thanks for the
surprise..to emptying Bellarmine
in recognition of my birthday..to
dancing around the Claver 3 RA' s
room for Valentine's Day..to the
4 packages in Jinx — We love
you guys!..to Julie & halls vapor
action..to singing with good
friends in the hallway..to Tim and
his Iguana, .to the great guys in
TH 34..to Dr. Seuss and Mrs.
McCarcto cement mixers..to
shaving your head..to class being
canceled for a week..to naps., to
stress relieving dreams..to long
weekends., to no Monday classes..
to learning how to make voodoo
dolls at lunch..to interesting
emails..to being with old friends
over the weekend..to Edmund for
coming back from the grave..to
Jareth and plastic things, .to having
food again..to warm weather..to
the Bunch..to random hookups at
86..to you don't bring me flowers
anymore..to cars..to friends..to
care packages..to getting two
packages in one day. .to parents, .to
Tower Records..to Bleaker Street
Pastry..to email..to teddy bear
biscuits..to chocolate chip
cookies..to internship hugs..to Fr.
Harak..to the tuchy on the walL.to
Dr. Gardner..to S & P
professors..to Dr. Nantz..to Dr.
P..to the Arms & Armor
exhibit..to the trash exhibit., to
homemade bean soup and beanieweanies..to
wonderful
housemates who buy flowers for
their housemates who need
them..to breakfast burritos..to
back rubs:.to the two "antiCatholic" Commentary editors..

..to not being able to go home
over the long weekend..to not
having enough money to go to
grad school..to annoying squares
of space left over in the News
section and having nothing to fill
them up with..to hearing "You
have no messages" once too
often..to doing obscene amounts
of extracurricular work each week
and getting little recognition..to
graduating just a few points under
cum laudc.to feeling bitter..to
guilt..to having to do the right
thing..to being almost but not
quite home..to ten dollar's worth
of tokens..to men who are too
chicken to take a bet..to doing
laundry on a Saturday night..to
headaches..to having to wait for
peoplc.to being out of food and
having no money..to depending
on other people for things you'd
rather do yourself.to feeling that
nobody understands why you are
doing what you want to do..to
losing three hours of work
because of the long weekend, .to
muddy snow..to uncertainty..to
not being able to drive and .vent
your frustrations..to being glad
that it's almost over..to missing
people already..to having to cut
short spring break, .to the heat
being turned up too high..to
waking up to find that the heat
has been off all night.'.to
exploding cars..to bad hair
days..to gross, cloudy, overcast
days..to being hungry and having
no time or money to buy food..to
slamming your head into a bass
guitar (while someone is playing
it), to roomies with heart palps..to
being kicked out of glee club..to
dating a lightweight..to close
friends that live far away..to not
being able to get firewater..to
cement mixers, .to the Stags losing
again..to sisters who freak into
voice mail and then hide into in
your roqm..to going to bed at 4
and getting up at 5 on your
birthday..to having the Fairfield
police knock on your door for the
wrong person..to coming back
and having to eat Sodexho
food..to rude people on the
phone..to dustballs on the
staircase..to throwing up and sick
housemates..to mornings..to
Valentine's Day..to smokers..to
irresponsible professors..to
deadlines..to friends who go on
"FairfieldYacht" parties and eat
all of your lemon drops..to the
discontinuation of Sharon's
lemon sorbet..to the Grand Union
going bankrupt..to phone calls at
2:30 in the morning demanding
money..to broken cars..to
forgetting to do housework..to
cleaning toilets..to bad haircuts.,
to a loser who showed the RA his
roommate's alcohol stash..to
losing forty bucks on the Brady
Bunch movie..
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Student TV channel prepares
for debut in March
Shelagh Scollin
Staff Writer
The Ham Channel,
Fairfield University's student TV
network, is gearing up for its
scheduled premiere date of
Wednesday, March 22. The
network will feature a variety of
informational and entertainment
programs written, produced, and
performed by students under the
guidance of the Media Center and
Jim Mayzik, S. J., of the
communication arts department.
Kevin Garofoli '95,
director of the new program Late
Night Sports Talk, was thrilled to
have the opportunity to participate
in the upcoming broadcast.
"Up until now, what has
separated us from a school like
Syracuse that's known for its
communications department is
lackofstudiotime,"Garofoli said.
"We've always had good writers
and people who were good with
theory, but the Ham Channel will
really
boost
Fairfield's
communications department."
Twenty students in Fr.
Mayzik's TV Scripting and
production II class are currently
in preproduction of four shows to
premiere next month.
Late Night Sports Talk
is an entertainment program with
a live band, guests, and a studio
audience. The half-hour program,
hosted by Michael Garofoli '96,
will include a monologue,
interviews with sports figures
from the University community,
selections from the band, and a

Michael Garofoli '96, host of Late
Night Sports Talk, interviews
guest Timothy Zaino '96.
"toast the host" feature where an
audience member is chosen to test
his or her sports skill in a contest
with the host.
The Laughing, a series
of "black comedy" skits produced
by Justin Kelly and Doug Madden
'96, will touch on the experience
of Fairfield students. Most of the
program will be shot on location,
with a few segments shot in the
studio.
Brook Lawn is a regular
series soap opera frame which
focuses on the problems, issues,
and concerns of a group of collegeage people living in the same house
together and playing in a rock
band. This 20-minute program,
produced by Brian Lehmbech '96,
will primarily be shot in the

Photo: Shelagh Scollin
University studio.
Reality is a documentary
program about the lives and
struggles of people in the greater
Bridgeport/Fairfield community.
The first show will follow a day
in the life of a young person in the
inner city neighborhoods of
Bridgeport, and will include
reactions of crew members to the
experience as well. The office of
Campus Ministry will assist
producer Michael Verret '95 with
the logistics of this program.
Another show which
will premiere at a later date will
be Talk to Me. a Letterman-esque
studio program with a host, band,
audience, and guests. There will
be featured stunts, call-ins from
viewers, and guests from both

within and outside of the Fairfield
University community. The
producers are Pegeen Quinn and
David Vogel '95, and the show is
hosted by Danielle Forbes '95.
When the shows
premiere next month, they will be
cast within the context of a live
event taking place on campus.
The live broadcast will provide
both a transition between shows
and an additional incentive for
viewers to watch. In the weeks
following, new episodes of these
shows as well as others produced
by students in production classes
will be shown.
I ate. Nipht Sports Talkwas taped last week in the Media
Center in front of a live studio
audience. A significant amount
of behind-the-scenes work
resulted in a fairly smooth,
polished program. With director
Kevin Garofoli, technical director
Jon Lewis '96 oversaw the work
of camera operators Tim Murphy,
Jim Rotnofsky, and Steve
Ragozzino '96. This enabled shots
of three different angles of the
action, incorporating the band, the
host and guests, and the "toast the
host" contest segments.
Floor manager Alyson
Kiernan, audio technician Dave
Russo, and graphics designer
Allison West, all class of '96, and
tape operator Pegeen Quinn were
among the personnel who assisted
in the production.
Quinn was enthusiastic
about the opportunity to
participate in the production of
Late Night Sports Talk, as well as

the show she will be co-producing
next month, Talk to Me"This
class
[TV
scripting and production II] lets
us be creative," Quinn said. "Fr.
Mayzik has us bring proposals to
class, and helps us bring our own
ideas to life through television.
Now that we've started up,
students from other departments
can get involved in writing, acting,
and their particular interests."
The guests who were
invited to the first Late Night
Sports Talk show were Shannon
Bowman '97 and Tim Zaino '96.
Shannon, a starting forward for
the Stags, talked about his precollege experiences as well as
some upcoming games on the
schedule for the Stags. In an
amusing interlude, Shannon
trounced host Michael Garofoli
in a previously taped on-location
one-on-one match.
Tim Zaino, a lacrosse
player, talked about the recently
formed lacrosse team and the
prospects for a MAAC division
next year. He also gave a lesson
on how to catch and throw a
lacrosse ball, calling on an
audience member to assist.
The Band, led by Mark
Beyerly '95 on the keyboard,
included junior Matt Hall and
Terence Huvane on bass guitar,
and Pete Holowesko on drums. It
provided a perfect compliment to
the dialogue of the show.
As the show's host,

(Continued on page 4)
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Send in your Cheers & Boos
to BoxAA by Sunday night17/

Fast Food Again?
Service should be
fast. Not food.
Our fast, pleasant service leaves
you plenty of time to enjoy any
selection from our full menu, any
time of day. If you're in that
much of a hurry, call ahead and
we'll have your order ready for
takeout. If you're not in a hurry,
enjoy our comfortable booths and tables, our bright and cheery
decor. If you still have time, can we tempt you with one of our
excellent desserts from our own, in-house bakery?
• fast pleasant service
• in-house bakery
• serving beer and wine
•open 7 days:
s*i
/"111
Mon - Fri 6am - 2am
/ s~~1'4/'T V' SJ I\JSa,*Su»24hou,s
r*<^UllTlDU%
90 Kings Highway Cut-Off
Near Home Depot
Exit 24 off 1-95,335-4090

Fairfield University students get 10% off with student ID
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Bellarmine lecturer to
analyze " What and Why Did
Jesus Suffer? "
(PR) The Rev. Daniel Harrington, SJ., professor at the Weston School of
Theology in Massachusetts, will present a lecture at Fairfield University with special
Lenten interest when he discusses "What and Why Did Jesus Suffer — According to
Mark's Gospel." The talk, part of the University's Bellarmine Lecture Series by a
Distinguished Jesuit, is scheduled for 8:00 p.m. Thursday, March 30, in the School of
Nursing Auditorium, free to the public.
The lecture will focus on the scholarship in Mark's Gospel, explore "what"
Jesus suffered according to the narrative analysis as well as "why" from the perspective
of theological analysis. Father Harrington is the author of more than a dozen books
including "John's thought and Theology," "God's people in Christ," and "Interpreting
the New Testament."
He has served as a consultant to the Catholic Biblical Association, the Bishop's
Committee on Moral Values and the Bishop's Committee on Jewish-Christian Relations
and is also the author of "The Maccabean Revolt," "The Light of AD Nations," and "The
Hebrew Fragments of Pseudo-Philo."
Father Harrington holds bachelor's and master's degrees in philosophy from
Boston College, a master's in divinity from the Weston School of Theology, and a PH.
D. in Near Eastern Languages from Harvard.

V
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PREGNANT?

CALL THE HOPELINE 1 -800-203-HOPE
FREE PREGNANCY TEST
CONFTOENTIAL
ALL WELCOME
Honest Explanation of All Facts
Full Discussion of All Options
"A Friend You Can Talk To!"

(1-800-203-4673)

HOPELINE
WOMEN'S

I
a day
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Censorship does not threaten Jesuit college press
Compiled by Laura White publisher of the "official" campus
newspaper. Due to the many
Editor-in-Chief
advantages of this system, such
Most research done on
as subsidies, office space and other
forms of support, this is unlikely
student-run publications has
focused on publications
to change.
It has been suggested
representing public colleges and
that the freedom of expression
universities. This research does
not reflect a lack of student
protections of the First
publications at private schools.
Amendment be .extended beyond
state-operated schools. However,
The Cass College Newspaper
Sourcebook, a yearbook that is
courts have never done this. Very
published to assist companies
few cases involving student
with placing ads in student
publications at private schools
have reached the courts. When
publications, lists almost 400
private colleges and universities
they have, courts have refused to
with student-run publications in
extend First Amendment
its 1993-94 edition. The reason
protections to student publications
at private schools. Even when
for the scarcity of material related
to student publications at private
private schools do receive
schools is because they are
government funding, courts have
independent from the government
generally refused to see
and not subject to outside legal
restrictions on free expression as
review of their policies and
"state action" forbidden by the
practices regarding student
First Amendment.
publications. Unlike public
The results of Scotton's
institutions, private schools are
survey reported that, though Jesuit
not protected by the First
schools often are linked with the
Amendment against interference
administration of the school, these
by university authorities.
newspapers do have a surprising
James F. Scotton, a
amount of freedom. Student
professor of journalism at
editors at ten Jesuit schools believe
Marquette University in
they are "always" free to publish
Milwaukee, recently conducted
all submissions. However, at two
a survey of student-run
of these schools, theUniversities
of Santa Clara and San Francisco,
publications at Jesuit colleges and
the editors reported instances of
universities. Nineteen schools
were included in this study,
administration interference.
including
Fairfield
While it is important to
University,Boston College,
be free to publish editorials,
Georgetown University, the
opinion columns and letters,
University of San Francisco, and
journalists have generally said that
Seattle University. At all Jesuit
the chief function of a newspaper
colleges and universities the
is to provide accurate, unbiased
school is at least the nominal
information. The results of this

Ham Channel
prepares for debut
(Continued from page 3)
Michael Garofoli was pleased
with the outcome, although he
would have liked a little more
rehearsal time. Producing a TV
programis complex, he said, and
"some technical things needed
to be worked out."
A communications
major, Garofoli hopes to go into
sports broadcasting and is glad
for the practice that the Ham
Channel provides. He credits
Jim Mayzick, S. J. with "getting
people out of the classroom and
into the practical aspects of
broadcasting."
v
. For his part, Mayzik is

already looking to the future.
"What we're doing now
is just a fledgling. I'd like to see
[the Ham Channel] blossom into
a fully functioning TV station
next year, with daily
programming
and
live
broadcasts," Mayzik said. "I'd
also encourage students interested
in finance, marketing, writing,
acting, or any other department to
get involved. We need people
from a lot of different areas, and
it's a great learning experience.
In the meantime, history
will be made on Wednesday,
March 22. You won't want to
miss it.

study indicate that there is
minimal interference with the
freedom of student editors to
publish the news although there
is some pressure to publish as
much favorable and as little
unfavorable news about the
school as possible. This was
illustrated when, at many of the
schools, including John-Carroll,
Loyola-Chicago,
Seattle,
Marquette and Fairfield, the
editors said they "usually" had
editorial freedom to publish news
stories. At two of the schools,
Georgetown and LoyolaMaryland, the editors believed
they had this freedom only
"sometimes."
The Georgetown editor
said the problem was access to
official information, which is a
common challenge for journalists.
The Loyola-Maryland editor said
that there was "just a sense that
we are to portray the school as
favorably as possible." While
these are problems forthe editors,
this type of problem is not a
serious limit on a publication's
freedom of expression.
Most editors said they
felt free to publish most editorials,
commentary and letters. LoyolaChicago's editor said that he felt
free to publish these "sometimes,"
citing an instance when a
university official attempted to
force the Commentary Editor to
resign over the publication of a
column. Georgetown's editor
also felt some restrictions on the
freedom to publish commentary,
though most of this censorship
came from advertisers,not the

(Continued from page 1)
February 24.
One freshman who was
not arressted, who wished to
remain anonymous, said in
response to the arrests, "They
paid $555 for an early morning
trip to Fairfield jail. They got
what they deserved."
The
UniverSity
Judiciary Committee will review
each of the cases. Punishments
have yet to be determined for the
students. Dean of Students Gwen
Vendley met with the students
involved on Wednesday,
February 22 to hear their cases as
a collective group.

FREE Ear Piercing
tfNamgsspiercing earrings

100% STERILE
EAR PIERCING

MIDAS<WTOUCH
Parental consent requited
under IB

JEWELERS

contention for Jesuit colleges and
university administrators is
anything related to the issue of
abortion. This is understandable,
given the Church's position on
this issue. However, most Jesuit
schools do allow debate on the
issue in the campus newspapers,
insisting on a balance of opinions.
In the case of Marquette
University, when administrators
insisted that the article about RU486 not be written as an editorial,
the article was allowed to be run
as an opinion column. The paper,
The Marquette Tribune, has dealt
with the matter by eliminating
official editorials and running
only "columns of personal
opinion."
Students have retained
strong control over the
appointment of editors at almost
all Jesuit schools. This is a crucial
factor in maintaining editorial
independence. Student editors
do have support among faculty
and administrators who have
become allies of the students
when the independence of the
campus newspaper has been
threatened.
There still are threats to
the freedom of the student press
at Jesuit colleges and universities.
Such threats exist in any place
that publications attempt to
present facts and commentary
on the events of a specific
community. These threats should
be challenged when they occur.
However, they do not seem to be
a serious threat to the student
press of Jesuit colleges and
universities.

26 students arrested

Make Mom and Dad proud.
Write for News.

with purchase of

school. The only editor who said
he "never" felt free to publish a
specific opinion piece was at
Marquette University. The editor
was
forbidden
by
the
administration of this school to
publish editorials after a proposed
RU-486 ( a pill that causes
abortions) editorial.
These facts indicate that
the freedom granted to student
presses at Jesuit colleges and
universities is quite strong. This
study listed very few incidents of
direct administration interference.
There were editorial concerns
about "pressure" from the
administration, which is usually
presented in conversation or
letters expressing concern over
the publication of an article, but
that don't prohibit the article's
publication. Though these
pressures are unfortunate, they
are a fact of journalistic life that
all writers and editors must accept.
Some of the more
serious problems which led to
censorship were caused by poor
editorial judgment. In these cases
the university administrators acted
as much to protect the newspaper
from hostile critics as to discipline
it. A major source of conflict is
student confusion over the
difference between editorial
content and advertisements.
Though the Supreme Court
wavers on this matter, a private
publisher does maintain the right
to refuse advertising. Whether or
not a publisher should exercise
this right is a matter of debate.
In advertising and in
news-editorial content a point of

1547 Post Road
Fairfield. CT 06430
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Possible penalties could
involve community service or
probation, but at press time no
such action had been taken or
planned.as Dean Vendley had not
yet heard the students' case.
"I recognize that at least
ninety percent of our underage
students have fake IDs," Dean
Vendley said. "This can be said
about every university. It is not
unique to Fairfield. It is reflective
of the entire country."
Vendley's reaction to
the arrests of the students was
"one of sadness that students in
general need to understand having
a good time as associated with
alcohol."

"I wish there were
other ways for students to get
together and have a good time,"
.Vendley continued. "There are
limitations on places or events
where students can have the
environment where they would
want to hang out, because it
doesn't happen here on campus."
In the past few years,
Vendley said, the Health Center
has seen a rise in incidences of
extreme intoxication.
"A number of freshmen
are coming into school as heavy
drinkers," Vendley said. "They
are coming in with that as a
patten, and it is a pattern that
continues once they are here."

THE
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
OF PARIS
elablissement 4'ensiigmtmtmt tupirieur priti

AUP prepares its students
to be a part of an increasingly
global society.
Bachelor degree programs in ten disciplines.
Fully-accredited by Middle States.
Traditional Junior-Year Abroad curriculum.
Special Visiting Programs, which include
study at the Sorbonne and other French
institutions.
Full range of Summer Programs.
Contact our U.S. Office: B.P. 130, 80 E. 11th St.,
Suite 434, New York, NY 10003-6000
Tel. (212) 677-4870 / Fax (212) 475-5205

AUP. The American university in Europe.
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Fairfield Faces: Beth Boquet
Jeaneen Terrio
Managing Editor
When Beth Boquet was an
undergraduate student at Nicholls State
University in Louisiana, she tutored a student
named Todd at the school's writing center.
Todd had failed his remedial reading class
twice and came to Boquet for help. For
Todd, the entire writing process was very
difficult. He would grip his pen and
concentrate hard just to make a word. During
her sessions with Todd, Boquet began to
think that she could not do anything for him.
She realized that she needed to learn more
about how people write, and decided to
apply for her masters in composition theory
(the study of how people write).
"I realized that I couldn't just
assume he needed to do things the same way
as others," she said. "He really made me
look at my assumptions and myself as a
teacher."
Beth Boquet became the director
of Fairfield's Writing Center this past fall
and brought with her many ideas that will
bring about greater changes in the Center.
Upon completion of her work at Nicholls
State University, Boquet went on to get her
masters from the University of Southern
Mississippi. Finally, she is completing her
doctoral work at Indiana University of
Pennsylvania. After living in Indiana,
Pennsylvania for three years, Boquet moved
to Fairfield in August.

As an undergraduate, Boquetdidn't
really think of her work at the writing center
as a career choice. However, when she was
assigned to Indiana University's writing
center, she "got a sense of what it would be
like to be a professional in the field of
writing center theory and administration."
Her boss was very involved on the national
level and the center was completely up-todate. This enabled Boquet to meet a lot of
people across the country and get a "broad

perspective" of a writing center's place in a
school.
While job searching, Boquet
applied for positions in 46 states, but fell in
love with Fairfield during her on-campus
interview. "I loved the people, the students,
and the area, so I immediately accepted the
job," she said. Boquet's visit for her interview
was not only her first trip but her first trip to
Connecticut. "I had actually never been this
far east, but I applied because the

A skydiving daredevil
Jennifer Stoeckl
Contributing Writer
"I had finally gathered the courage
to do it. There I was, crouched, clinging to
the wing of the plane and.ready to jump
when suddenly I felt a hand grab my shoulder
and my instructor screamed for me not to
jump."
This is the first experience that
Tomasina Fonte, a senior at Fairfield, had
as a skydiver. It was a hazy hot day in June
and she had been training for her first jump
for ten hours that afternoon. When she was
finally ready, her feet securely on the
jumping platform, her body clinging to the
wing and the plane hovering at an altitude
of 3000 feet, the weather suddenly turned.
The winds picked up to a dangerous speed
and the person in the watch tower radioed
the pilot and reported a flash of lightening
to the east.
"When I heard that warning fran
my instructor, and felt the hand grab my
shoulder, all I co«ld think was; I am going
to die. I thought for sure there was something
wrong with the plane and we were going
down," Tomasina said. "Now I think what
would have happened had the warning came
a second later."
Since she was a young girl,
Tomasina dreamed of skydiving. "I've
always had posters all over my room, and
my older brother started two years before
me, but the required age is eighteen so I had
to wait." On her eighteenth birthday her
brothers surprised her by taking her to a
skydiving club in Turner Falls, Mass.
Since that first terrifying
experience, Tomasina has jumped with her
two brothers numerous times. She said that
getting herself back for a second time was
not easy, but she has learned that" the thrill
overpowers the fear."
There is a lot involved in skydiving,
which is why the first training session is
absolutely mandatory. During this session

the instructor, or "jump master," teaches
divers how the parachute works, the proper
way to land, and what to do in emergency
situations. "By the end," Tomasina said,
"It became such an automatic reaction to
pull the emergency chute that I was afraid
I'd pull it even if nothing went wrong."
This initial training, including
yoUT first jump, costs $ 175, but every jump
after your firs? is only $35- " II is an
expensive sport, but there JS nothing like it
in the world."

When asked what first attracted
her to the sport.she said it was the challenge.
"Skydiving is a very male dominated sport,
and nobody ever took me seriously when I
talked of doing it, but I knew I would and
I'm more happy that I did." It is obvious to
see what motivates Tomasina to continue
skydiving. When she speaks of the sport her
eyes come alive. "Skydiving has been the
most thrilling experience of my life. It is
literally breathtaking...the most natural high
imaginable."

administration sounded like they had a good
idea of what a writing center director's job
should be like," she said.
Boquet hopes that Fairfield's
Writing Center will become a "place with
identity on campus." The relaxed atmosphere
and sense of community within the staff will
hopefully make the Center more inviting to
the students. By attending national
workshops and conferences, Boquet is able
to obtain valuable information that will keep
improving the Writing Center.
In addition to her duties as director
of the Writing Center, Boquet is teaching an
EN 11 class and the writing tutor training
class, and is also supervising two Japanese
students who are teaching Japanese to
American students. In the writing tutor
training class, Boquet focuses on getting the
students to respond to one another's writing.
This, she feels, is important in aiding a
person in the writing process. Also, students
send articles to national news letters and
subscribe to the national e-mail bulletin
board for writing tutors.
For Boquet, the ideal focus of a
writing center should be "to make writing •
more real to students. Often lost is that
writing is at best an act of communication
between people." Based on Boquet's
background, her eagerness, and her
sensitivity to the individual writing needs of
students, Fairfield is certain to benefit from
her ideas and hard work.

Vienna tour
set for
summer
(PR) More than 20 years have
passed since Dr. Frank Bukvic, professor of
German, last led a tour of Vienna, Austria.
Dr. Bukvic is once again planning on
traveling to this unique and historic city for
three weeks during the month of July with
students, alumni, lifetime learners and
friends.
Vienna, the gateway to Eastern
Europe, is the city of the Habsburgs with a
2,000 year history. It boasts the finest
architecture in Europe with its Gothic spirals,
Romanesque arches, and Baroque
exuberance. Vienna was also home to many
world famous composers. Famous sites to
be visited during the trip include the
Pariiamentbuilding, Hofburg, St. Stephen's
Cathedral, Schonbrunn Palace, Donautrum,
museums, and Lippizaners. Participants will
also sample world-famous heuriger wine
and visit famous pastry shops during this
cultural tour.
The $2,100 price of the trip
includes round-trip travel from New York
City to Vienna via Austrian Airlines, a
single or double room with private bath, a
daily breakfast in a downtown hotel,
transportation from the airport to the hotel
and back, and all taxes. The price also
includes one three-day trip, with
accommodations,
to
Salzburg,
Grossglockner (3,798m), Julian Alps, Bled
and Postojna Caves (the most fantastic caves
in Europe). Weekend trips to Prague and/or
Budapest are optional. Lunch and dinner,
which are not included in the price, cost
from $7 and up in Austrian restaurants.
Space is limited. Those who are
interested in participating should call or
write to Dr. Frank Bukvic, Professor of
German, Canisius Hall 219; telephone 2544000, ext. 2613.
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"This is my life"

Grand Canyon trip an
unforgettable experience
Luke Kurzawa
Staff Writer
For a long time in my life, I wanted
to experience something great, something
remarkable. I wanted to do something I
would always remember. When I was young,
I thought maybe I would win a Little League
championship, or maybe score a first place
ribbon in the science fair. But as it turned
out, I was an average catcher on a less than
average Little League team. As for the
science fair project, my styrofoam mobile of
the solar system just didn't compare to the
working replica of an atom bomb my friend
made using old Legos and a bubble gum
wrapper (and you thought thought that
MacGy ver was only on television). Anyway,
there I was at age thirteen, resigned to the
fact that my childhood, while very happy
and fulfilling, was devoid of that one great
event or accomplishment I would tell my
grandchildren about.
It was Christmas time when I first
heard about the trip. Two of my uncles were
trying to organize an excursion to Arizona,
namely the Grand Canyon. They wanted to
spend six days and five nights white-water
rafting down the Colorado River. I wasn't so
sure about the idea, but when my brothers
and cousins all agreed to go, I knew that I
should go because six days anywhere with
this crew was bound to be memorable.
The planning for this trip took
months. Once all the travel and
accommodation arrangements were made,
there was still the large task of procuring all
the clothing and equipment we would need.
The process of preparing for this trip was
long and, at times, expensive. But during
and after the trip, I would find that the hard
work of getting ready for this journey paid
great dividends (Wow, it almost sounds like
a college education). Anyway, the trip was
almost upon me, the preparations were taken
care of, and I couldn't wait to see the Grand
Canyon.
The first thing I noticed was the
colors. The colors of the the rock that form

the canyon walls are fascinating in their
diversity. Reds, browns, and grays can all
be seen by looking up at the rock formations
that make up the walls of the Grand Canyon.
That was what hit me as my four-man boat
drifted from shore. At the time, I had no
idea what the next six days would be like,
but I was excited to find out.
During that first day, after some
instruction from our tour guides, my family
and I hit our first rapids. They weren't
huge, but they were exciting. I remember
feeling a tad insignificant as the water of
the Colorado River bounced the boat around
like some floating pinball. We made it
though, and soon it was time to camp. Our
guides picked out a nice sandy beach, and
we unloaded our gear to shore. We had
dinner and before long, we headed for our
sleeping bags. It was then that I saw the
most magnificent sight in the world: the
night sky as seen from inside the Grand
Canyon. The sky was black, the stars were
big, and the walls of the Grand Canyon
framed them all like some perfect Polaroid.
I'll never forget that sky.
The next five days were
remarkable. I saw so much history and
importance at all the places we rafted
through, hiked to, or sometimes climbed
to. I was completely separated from
civilization and very happy about it.
As much as I will always
remember the night sky on that first evening
in the canyon, I will never forget my very
last moments on the river. My two brothers,
my cousin, and myself were in one of the
boats and we could see the land that
signified the end of our journey up ahead.
All of a sudden, I heard the harmonic
introduction to "Thunder Road" by Bruce
Springsteen. As the song played through
our guide's cassette player, we remained
silent as Springsteen's lyrics bounced off
the canyon walls, "...but when you get to
the porch they're gone on the wind. So
Mary climb in. This is a town full of losers
and I'm pulling out of here to win."
My childhood was fulfilled.

CHAOS by Brian Shuster
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Top 10 pet peeves of a
Fairfield U. librarian
Mark Fusco
Staff Writer
10. The Dewey Decimal System.
9. Books published after 1950.
8. Fresh air coming in through a window.
7. Nobody has taken out the Engelbert Humperdinck LP in quite some time.
6. The hassle of putting down their cup of coffee in order to tell students there
is no drinking allowed in the building.
5. Students who use the media room's VCRs to watch "Debby Does Dallas."
4. When students fall asleep during their exciting "How to Use an Encyclopedia"
presentation.
3. Chairs that do not actually give students hemorrhoids.
2. Keg parties in the group study rooms.
1. Father Kelley still hasn't paid his dang overdue fees.
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Around Campus
by Laura White

Knowing what you know now, would you still
choose to attend Fairfield University?

B'r'

Christopher Maynard '95

Vincenza Kelly '98

Zoltan "Andy" Simon '98

Isabelle Guerin '97

"Yes. Except for parts of my
freshman year, Fairfield has
been a great experience."

"Yes, because just like Friendly's,
there is food, folks and fun."

"Yes, because it is near the water
and they have prompt and courteous cab service."

"Hell no—no way—you've got to be
kidding!"
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Jennifer Anderson '95
"Yes, because the friends that I've
made here will be my friends
forever."

Ray Romano '95
"Yes. What other good school can
you get into without having to
write an essay?"

Marybethe Elledge '96

Rocco Lagano '98

"Yes, but the athletic facilities are
worse than any high school I've
ever seen."

"Yes, because I needed a
challenging school, unlike
Harvard or Yale."

This week in Fairfield history...
Compiled by Jessica Nutley
Campus Life Editor
1980: FUSA President Jim
Connolly attended a meeting on foreign and
domestic policy issues at the request of
President Jimmy Carter. He was among 100
to 200 student legislature presidents from
around the country that met with senior
White House staff members and the National
Security Council...The Connecticut college
coordinator for the Ted Kennedy for
President committee spoke to the Young
Democrats club. When asked why the
coordinator chose Kennedy, she replied "I
want someone who will put his fist down

and people will listen."...Fairfieldestablished
an interdisciplinary minor in Latin American
and Caribbean studies...The Stags record
stood at 11-14, but had three wins in a row
that week over Army, University of Vermont,
and Hofstra...The Lady Stags advanced to
9-14, winning over Dominican and Marist
and losing to New Hampshire and
Hofstra..The hockey team's loss to Iona
knocked off any chance of securing a
Division III playoff berth in New England...
1987: Author Tom Wolfe and opera
singer Beverly Sills were among the speakers
chosen to come to Fairfield as part of the
Humanities Institute spring lecture

series...The beach shuttle was in danger of
being eliminated if 200 or more people did
not register. The fee of $50 per semester
covered the approximately $20,000 cost of
running the service. Only 112 students had
registered...Fairfield decided to implement
a drug screening program for all varsity
intercollegiate athletes...The Modern
Languages department announced that they
would be offering Basic Japanese beginning
the next semester...The Mirror panned
"Outrageous Fortune"...The Stags prospects
for topping their NCAA status of the previous
season seemed questionable, in losing to
Iona and Army, but then topped Holy Cross
(they did go on to the NCAA tournament)...
1990:

IN THE ARMY,
NURSES AREN'T JUST IN DEMAND.
THEY'RE IN COMMAND.
Any nurse who just wants a job can
find one. But if you're a nurs-

with your level of experience. As
Army officer, you'll command the

ing student who wants to be in

respect you deserve. And with the added

command of your own career, consider

benefits only the Army can offer—a $5000

the Army Nurse Corps. You'll be treated as

signing bonus, housing allowances and 4

a competent professional, given"your own

weeks paid vacation—you'll be well in com-

patients and responsibilities commensurate

mand of your life. Call 1-800-USA ARMY

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

The University Council

updated its constitution for the first time
since the 1960s...Photographer Karen
Mularkey, editor of the Day in the Life book
series, discussed her experiences with an
Oak Room audience...The timecodes for
classes were revised for the fall 1990
semester. One reason was to accommodate
students who want to go to lunch at Dolan
Commons after fourth period. A 75-minute
eight period replaced long seventh. Periods
five through seven were pushed back to start
at ten minutes after the hour...An
organization of gay and lesbian alumni and
friends of Fairfield University was formed
to open a dialogue within the University
community...The Lady Stags took the top
spot in the MAAC, knocking out Holy Cross,
while the Stags were inching toward second
place...

Drivers wanted: Students, retirees,
to sell Good Humor ice cream. Work
outdoors this summer. Be your own
boss.Routes available in vour area.
Earn $650.00 to $950.00 weekly.
Male or female. Apply now. Call
Mon-Sat 9 AM to 3 PM only.
(203)366-2641.
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Recently, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention announced that AIDS replaced
accidents as the primary killer of American adults
ages 25 to 44. It has been estimated that one in every
500 college students are infected with HIV, the virus
that causes AIDS. College students are a high risk
group for developing the disease, because many people
become sexually active during their college years, and
this increased sexual activity can increase one's risk
of being exposed to the AIDS virus.
Many of us do know someone whose life will be
affected by this terrible disease. Though there is still
no cure for AIDS, there are things that all of us can do
to help those whose lives have been touched by AIDS.
First, we should educate ourselves—AIDS is
not a disease that only affects homosexuals and drug
addicts. Any person who has been exposed to the HIV
virus, through blood transfusions or intimate contact,
can be HIV positive. However, it is important to note
that AIDS cannot be contracted through casual
contact. You cannot catch the virus by sharing a
room, a drink or even by kissing a person who is HIV
positive. By educating ourselves on this disease and
methods of preventing it, we can overcome the
prejudice that often accompanies ignorance and can
help to prevent the further spread of AIDS.
For more educational information, AIDS
Project New Haven has a hotline set up, Monday
through Friday 6:30 p.m. to 9 p.m., at (203)624-AIDS.
This organization could also use volunteers for many
projects, such as the Buddy Program, Office Team
and Community Outreach programs.
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Letters to the Editor
Show some school spirit!
To the Editor:
I bleed red and white. I
masterminded the toilet paper
throwing at the game. I went to BJ's
and bought seventy rolls with my
own money. If you had half the
sprit I did you would be the second
most spirited person at this school. I
knew we would get a technical, but

I had faith that we wouldn't lose
by a point. I will do whatever it
takes to put spirit in the stands. If
it takes getting another one, I will
do it. All that matters is the MAAC
tournament. The regular season
means nothing. You are probably
just jealous that you did not
partake in good natured college
fun. Put down you pen and pad

and join me in the stands. Be young,
have fun, drink Jolt.
Best wishes,

Brian McCloskey '95

Anti-Catholicism
To the Editor:
In his rebuttal of Mr.
Wrobel's letter, James Iannone
voices his opinion that "AntiCatholic" views should be freely
expressed in the Mirror. Mr.
Iannone backs up his position by
stating that there are many
students attending this University
who are non-Catholic. What
James fails to recognize, however,
is that there is a fundamental
difference between being nonCatholic and anti-Catholic. A nonCatholic is someone who chooses
not to believe or partake in the
teachings of the Catholic Church.
An anti-Catholic, on the other
hand, is someone who openly
opposes and detests Catholicism.
Although Mr. Iannone is correct
that there are a large number of
non-Catholics at Fairfield, I think
he would have a difficult time
finding many students who are
anti-Catholic. There is a good

reason for this Mr. Iannone;
specifically because Fairfield is
a Catholic institution.
Therefore, although I believe
that views which are in
disagreement with the teachings
of the Catholic Church should
be respected and published, I
disagree with Mr. Iannone in
that I feel there is no place in
the Mirror for cartoons and
articles that attempt to belittle
and mock Catholicism. These
anti-Catholic cartoons, which
have been published and
defended by Ms. Lops, are not
in the least bit enlightening but
are, in the highest degree,
insulting. Furthermore,
presenting these opinions in a
Catholic university newspaper
is like burning an American
flag at a World War II veterans
convention. These cartoons and
comments achieve nothing
more than stirring up anger.
No one is forced to

attend Fairfield University, nor
does Fairfield have a monopoly
on the higher education market.
There are many other institutions
that have just as of a reputation
and academic standard. It makes
no sense to me that someone
despising the Catholic Church
would want to attend one of its
institutions. If a person hated
Mexican food does it seem
rational that they would eat at a
Mexican restaurant? Therefore, if
one's distaste for the Catholic
Church is so overwhelming that
they feel they must express it
publicly, then why not do it at an
institution where it will be more
appreciated?

Sincerely,

David Jordan '96
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The photo credit on page one of
the 2/16 Issue was incorrect The
ASA dinner photo was taken by
Susan Warner, not Kevin
WolfthaL The Mirror apologizes
for the inaccuracy.
.

Hey, write for the
Mirror!
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Regulation, not censorship
Gustave G. Sentementes
Contributing Writer
What one may see as a problem,
another may see as simply another step in
the evolution of our society. While Mr.
Marciano did an excellent job of delineating
the often deleterious effects the current of
political correctness has had on American
life in his commentary last week, I do believe
we have overblown its negative implications.
These "speech codes" that
everyone is throwing their arms in the air
about are largely cultural and societal and
not, as far as I know, legally or
constitutionally binding. Mr. Marciano
stated, in relation to the guidelines for sexual
behavior, that "students are being restricted
-4n ways previously thought unimaginable."
Notice, he uses the passive voice. Who is
doing the "restricting"? He doesn't say. The
answer is: we are. Ourselves. Our generation.
Us.
Who else would have the power
and authority to impose such "speech codes"
and see that they are followed meticulously
in a private setting? Our parents? Yeah,
right. The administration of a college? No
way. These are tactics and methods we are
employing willfully to police ourselves. Mr.
Marciano rightly says that our courts have
and will continue to uphold everyone's
freedom of speech. That is practically a
given. However, what we do as a society and
a culture, in an extralegal context and outside
the court of law, to influence how and what
things are being said in ourpublic discourses,
is very seldom touched by the law. Instead
of encouraging people to talk things out,
with honesty and forthrightness, would Mr.
Marciano prefer the "good ol' days," when
things were better left unspoken, and
"misunderstandings" like date-rape
happened, and sadly, still happen as a
consequence? I'd like to think not.
I do agree, however, with Mr.
Marciano's concern that there are some
"overzealous enforcers" who sometimes go
a little too far with their good intentions.
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Still, while many conservatives want
everyone to think that their individual rights
are in danger, that censorship is just around
the corner with political correctness, the
reality is that our society is simply trying to
regulate, not restrict, the things people are
saying. This, I believe, is a natural
consequence of the redistribution of power
that has been taking place in our society
since at least the '60's; those traditionally
marginalized due to gender, sexuality, race,
ethnic differences, etc., are challenging the
institutions of power to recognize them with
respect. The first area that is always
revamped in these kinds of power struggles
is the predominant language of a society.
Really, what we should be more
concerned with is how many conservatives
can incite the American populace into
believing that their rights are being violated,
as if they are the rightly guided, legitimate
vanguards of our nation's Constitution. The
grandest myth conservatives have been able
to promulgate is that only they know how to
protect our freedom of speech, or only they
know how to protect our right to carry an
assault weapon benevolently known as the
"Street Sweeper."
Do not let yourselves be fooled:
the real issue with political correctness is
not one of censorship, even though that is
what many conservative and reactionary
demagogues want us to believe. It is an issue
of regulation. More importantly, this
regulation is being done by ourselves, by
our society, our culture, even our own
generation, and stretches into areas that the
law could never possibly enter, like the
backseat of a car on a date. It is a travesty that
too many people continue to see such
precautions as being preposterous and
unwarranted. Political correctness is merely
a contemporary example of how our society
is able to adjust, through our language, and
diversify and redistribute the power to groups
who have, for too long, allowed the
"mainstream" to define them. . . to label
them... to pinch them... using language and
words as their most insidious weapon of
subjugation and control.
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Pro-lifers gain momentum
at conference
Shelagh Scollin
Staff Writer
The
pro-life
movement,
recognized by its detractors and adherents
alike as counter cultural, has received much
criticism not only in the pages of The
Mirrorbut in the media at large. My purpose
is not to lament this fact but rather simply
to speak from a perspective that is in the
minority among journalists.
This past weekend, I and three
other Fairfield students drove to Cambridge,
Massachusetts for a pro-life conference at
Harvard Law School. The conference,
entitled "The Future of the Pro-Life
Movement," featured such prominent
speakers as Helen Alvare, a leading
spokeperson for the National Conference
of Catholic Bishops; Clarke Forsythe, an
attorney working for the overturning of
Roe v. Wade: and Rev. Richard John
Neuhaus, a well-known theologian and
editor of the magazine First Things.
I will focus on Helen Alvare,
because her speech best epitomized the
counter cultural character of the pro-life
movement. A new mother herself, Mrs.
Alvare said that the birth of her child
"dramatically heightened" her lifelong prolife stance. "I can't conceive of cruelty to
something so vulnerable," she said.
Mrs. Alvare began by describing
the most prevalent characteristics of prolifers. First, they are mostly religious. There
are members of virtually every religion
who consider themselves pro-life. She
pointed out, however, that non-religious
people can be pro-life.
Second, more than half of prolifers are female. This may come as a
surprise to some people, but for the past
twenty years, more women than men (by a
margin of 6-8%) have considered
themselves pro-life.
Third, minority groups, especially
African-Americans and Latin Americans,
are disproportionately pro-life. And fourth,
pro-lifers tend to be less well off
economically than those who support
legalized abortion. This last trait has a
disturbing corollary—due in part to the
disparity in wealth, pro-life people tend to
have less access to formal education and
the influence that often comes with it.
These characteristics—religious
faith, female identity, minority status, and
relative poverty—while clearly not
universal (a person could be pro-life and
not be in any of these categories), provide
some indication of why the pro-life
movement is marginalized.
An ironic result of the
demographics I have described is this:
frequently abortions rights advocates will
claim to speak for others in their ethnic or
gender group when in fact they represent
the opposite view. There is as accurate
perception that women and minorities are
inherently pro-choice, and this view is often
perpetuated by the overwhelmingly prochoice media.

So what precisely is it that this
counter cultural movement wants from the
larger society? Mrs. Alvare listed several
points.
First, acknowledge the fact that
we are living a lie. The pro-choice
California Journal of Medicine admitted
in 1973 "the scientific fact, which everyone
really knows, that life begins at conception."
Abortion is the taking of a life, and our
nation needsto stop hiding from this truth.
Second, consider the state of our
approach to moral problems if we have
regressed to the point where "choice" is the
highest possible human value.
Third, move away from a
mentality in which the question of whether
any human life is valuable is a matter of
subjective opinion. Mrs. Alvare recounted
the story of a California woman who killed
her newborn child. The director of
California Abortion Rights Action League
blamed the murder on the lack of services
available to the woman. "If there had been
an abortion clinic nearby, would that baby
have been killed? I don't think so," the
CARAL director said (think about that
statement for a minute.)
Finally, affirm a new notion of
womanhood where pregnancy is not seen
as a disability, and women are welcomed
along with their children, rather than in
spite of them.
In short, we are asking for a more
welcoming society, one in which
individuals are radically generous to every
human life, no matter what its circumstances
are. We are trying to bring about a society
that says to women undergoing a crisis
pregnancy, "We will help you." We
envision a society where fathers accept
responsibility for their children, and by
their presence and material support, assist
mother in raising them.
This is what it means to be prolife.
The Ivy League Coalition for Life
(ILCL), which co-sponsored the conference
last weekend at Harvard Law School,
allows any college or university in the area
that has a pro-life club on campus to petition
fro membership. Thanks to the recognition
by COSO of the Fairfield University Life
League, we were eligible to join ILCL, and
were voted in unanimously.
Subsequent to our admission into
the organization, elections were held and a
Fairfield student, Christopher Maroney' 98,
was elected vice president of ILCL. This
was quite a coup for Fairfield. I would like
to see it as the precursor to a strengthening
of the Fairfield University Life League
(FULL), in terms of both membership and
activities.
Last weekend's conference was
an extremely encouraging event. Not only
were we inspired by the speakers and the
hundreds of other pro-life people who
attended the event, we (members of FULL)
came away with renewed passion for
becoming active at Fairfield. I hope that
this enthusiasm stays with us in years to
come.
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Black
Thursday
James L. Iannone
Commentary Editor
Last Thursday morning
26 freshmen and sophomore students were
rudely awaken by police pounding on their
doors armed with search warrants. The police
apparently obtained a list of Fairfield students
who had purchased fake driver's licenses
from a wastepaper basket in a motel room in
the Hi Ho. Students found in possession of
a fake driver's license were arrested and
charged with forgery, a class D felony. They
were handcuffed and unceremoniously
carted off to a Bridgeport Police Station
where they were held on $500 bail. The
story was front page news in the Connecticut
Post on Friday, which noted that the bust
was the largest of its kind in Connecticut
history.
Thursday's events added another
sad chapter to our school's recent history.
Since my tenure at Fairfield began,
Fairfield's difficulties have been well
chronicled by ABC News, the New York
Times and the Connecticut Post. A black
cloud has been hanging over our campus.
Since 1991, three students attending the
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University and a faculty member have died,
racial tensions have divided and fragmented
the student body and the tenuous relationship
between permanent residents of the town
and beach students have digressed to new
levels of shared animosity.
Alcohol, however, has been the
most consistent source of problems. From
ABCNews airing a video of Fairfield students
doing keg stands at the Beach four years ago
to the current IDscandal, the University has
been plagued by the issues of underage and
excessive consumption of alcohol. While
the local media would have you believe that
Fairfield University is synonymous with
pandemonium when it comes to drinking,
alcohol is a problem endemic to every college
campus in the United States. However, the
popular perception (and quite possibly, the
reality) is that the problem is getting worse
and Fairfield is leading the way.
Fairfield's reputation as an
institution suffered an all too familiar blow
last Thursday. Perhaps the saddest
commentary on the ID scandal was the
reference the Connecticut Post made to the
construction of The Levee. The article stated
that the University was rushing to complete
The Levee so students would have a place to
go. The statement, though seemingly benign,
left an indelible impression on me. I found
the image of Fairfield students portrayed as
vagrants that had to be removed from the

The Bell Curve debate
Andrea Mattei
Staff Writer

Only a few weeks ago at Rutgers
University, a basketball game was abruptly
nterrupted when a routine half-time turned
:o chaos. One student marched onto the
:ourt as a form of protest, and before long,
sthers sitting in the stands joined her in
support, chanting for the resignation of the
University' s president. The incident occured
is a response to a statement made by
President Francis L. Lawrence, in which he
inked minorities' genetic backgrounds to
ntelligence and performance in college.
The controversy surrounding these
incidents is becoming more clouded in light
sf the fact that President Lawrence has
jpologized profusely for his mistake. If taken
n context, President Lawrence was making
i positive statement, affirming minorities.
While students continued to bang on the
president's office door, demanding his
esignation, just as many others, minority
tudents included, supported him, pointing
jut that he has worked hard to improve life
for minority students at Rutgers. This
jpheaval is only one concrete example of
he way our nation is being affected by the
deas about genetic inferiority put forth by
influential social scientist Charles Murray
md the late Richard J. Hernstein, once a
lighly respected psychologist at Harvard,
n their book The Bell Curve.
The basic premise of the book
:enters around the authors' belief that
ntelligence has a great deal to do with the
way people succeed in the world. Few would
irgue with such a statement: people are born
with different talents and abilities, and being
Dorn smart is certainly an asset. However,
he controversy arises over Murray's and
Herstein's conclusions that America is
secoming an upper caste society, stratifying
according to cognitive ability. Citing the
'act that, strikingly, people choose to marry
hose with an intelligence level similar to
:heir own, college graduates today are
narrying each other and having more
intelligent children together. The authors
:onclude that a "congnitive elite" is emerging
it one end of the social spectrum. Minorities
ind those living in poverty also marry and
lave children who are genetically less
intelligent.
The fact that there is a widening
iap between the educated upper class and

the poverty-stricken lower class may be
true, but does this mean that minorities are
inherently less intelligent? The problem with
Murray's and Hernstein's argument is that it
is based on IQ score, as representative of
"innate intelligence.'Those whose IQ scores
are disproportionately lower, the authors
state, are blacks, latinos, and immigrants.
These claims raise questions because
intelligence is a very intangible concept
which society attempts to pin down
accurately form of judging intelligence, and
very subjective ones at that.
There is a danger in label ing
minorities as "genetically inferior" because
their IQ scores are lower. A childhood spent
amidst drug-infested violent inner-dity
neighborhoods, where educational
achievement is usually not given proper
emphasis, could not possibly give a child the
needed preperation for high performance on
such IQ tests. Before judgements such as
Murray's and Hernstein's are accepted, the
social circumstances that keep minorities at
a disadvantage should be acknowledged.
This is not to say that those living in poverty
are destined to stay that way. On the contrary,
the United States is a nation built on the
proof that all people can succeed with hard
work and determination. The working class
immigrants of past generations struggled
and raised children who have become
members of today's more prosperous middle
class. The key to success, however, is
opportunity, and nobody should be limited
in his or her opportunities becuase of an
unreliable number such as an IQ score.
Nowhere is the opportunity for true
potential to be developed more apparent
than in university communities. Perhaps this
is why occurances such as those at Rutgers
hit us so powerfully. The authors of The Bell
Curve intended their book to spark an honest
discussion of social problems, in the hope
that this might lead to better social policy.
While it is true that such discussions must
take place, they should not be framed under
the guise of falsely constructed science
passed off as scientific might. Like Rutgers,
the consequences of a theory such as
Murray's and Hernstein's could hit
dangerously close to home at Fairfield, since
it could easily be twisted into a justification
for racism. Such a theory only fuels the
discrimination and unfounded prejudices
that we are trying to take a stand against as
a University community right now.
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streets to ensue the safety of the town quite
troubling.
Which brings us back to the
question of The Levee. I am one of the
biggest proponents of the student pavilion,
but it is not a miracle cure for the issues
raised by Thursday's arrests. The novelty of
The Levee will wear off quickly as underage
students watch students over the age of 21
drink their fill. More than one student will
risk using a fakel Dor try imaginative methods
to drink. If the University finds a way to
prevent underage drinking at The Levee,
underage students will simply go somewhere
else.
Law enforcement agencies across
the country have cracked down oh underage
drinking in recent years. The current
crackdown has certainly made it more
difficult to drink. Yet, the unfortunate result
has been the association of alcohol with the
forbidden fruit of youth. As alcohol becomes
more difficult to obtain, many students
decide to engage in more risky ventures to
get it.
Society is largely to blame for
Thursday's incident, and all of those that

follow. Our society is characterized by an
unacceptable dichotomy of views on the
subject of alcohol consumption. Underage
consumption of alcohol is vilified by the
media (in both advertising and TV
programs) and society. Yet, something
magical happens when you turn 21.
Drinking is not only acceptable , it is
endorsed. Pay attention to the subtle (and
in commercials, the not so subtle) images
arid messages conveyed about alcohol the
next time you watch TV. They are not all
positive, but the majority of them certainly
are. As long as society chooses to perpetuate
two drastically different messages about
alcohol, should there be any surprise that
so many underage individuals decide to
subscribe to the message meant for the rest
of us?
Society must select a consistent
set of signals concerning the consumption
of alcohol. This would be more productive
in curtailing the level of underage drinking
than stiffer enforcement of the drinking
laws. Until then, Fairfield University will
be forced to endure many more Thursday
mornings like last week.

Commercial quirks
Angie Alien
Staff Writer
I think it's safe to say that each of
is deserves an hour of television a day, but
me solid hour is pretty difficult to come by.
^o matter what you are watching, a
ommercial is bound to pop up at some
joint. The advertisements and little quirks
hat people come up with to claw at our
ittention are absolutely enthralling.
Personally, I don't remember ever
oming in from a tough game of touch
'ootball in my back yard and groping through
he refrigerator, calling out to all of my
:riends,"Purple stuff, cola, ice tea, hey!
Sunny D!" and then jumping off the walls
riving my best pals high fives while they tell
ne how cool my mom was for buying Sunny
Delight and letting them drink it. Sunny D
tits your taste buds like something between
rotten orange juice and bad tap water.
There are a few other food-oriented
;ommercials that rank right up there in
cupidity. I'm not really sure why a teenage
juy would be dodging his mother in the
mall. I guess something along the lines of
lim wanting to eat Mentos and hang out
with his friends, I don't think the aim of this
ommercial had anything to do with the
product it was trying to sell. The jingle is
omething about being fresh and full of life.
8y hiding in a mall, riding and escalator,
mating a bit of life and smiling like a pansy,
[ guess you are transformed into one cool
rid. The tune of this is about as non-coherent
is the Ricola commercials. Two idiots
slowing herding horns standing on top of
some Swiss mountain advertising cough
drops. The most annoying part is that the
wo kilted men say ."Riiiiiiiiiiiicolaaaaaaaa,"
md the lady at the end just says,"Ricola."
Which is it and what do mountains, horns
ind pretty flowers have to do with a cough
irop?
I wonder if the people that came up
with the Pringles commercial actually
bought that it would increase potato chip
ales? The guy that does this commercial is
he most excited I have ever seen anyone get
jver potato chips. He stands up there with
hat 1980's hair cut, shaking back and forth
ike there is no tomorrow. I don't remember

ever seeing anyone dance for ridged chips
before. He has what looks like a
cheerleading squad behind him all eating
and crunching in synch with his annoying
babble.
There are quite a number of
commericials that just really throw me off.
What they are advertising has absolutely
nothing to do with their product. Nuprin:
Little, yellow, different. A bird can be little,
yellow, and different. Is there supposed to
be a connection between the color yellow,
the size of something and difference that it
makes that we can equate with pain?
There are also some real doozer
perfume commercials. I know we've all
seen the Obsession ads. They are extremely
artistic and surely must have cost quite a
pretty penny, but I don't get it. They are
always on a beach in black and white with
naked people swaying across the screen.
Someone is saying random poetic words in
this breathy voice that makes no sense.
Usually the beer companies put
out some pretty good ads for their products
but the stupidest thing I ever saw came
from a beer commercial. There is a couple
laying on a beach when this huge cartoon
head comes floating up. The head is
speaking in this relaxing voice at the people.
The man lying there gets annoyed and
pokes the head with his umbrella. The head
begins to chase the man eventually knocking
him down and sauntering off with the man's
girl. What in God's green Earth does this
have to do with beer?
Finally, the phone and computer
commercials. Why is it necessary that IBM
put holy nuns on talking in some foreign
tongue about surfing the net? You have to
read the sub-tides and the translation is just
a mess. Or how about the guy that asks if he
can call Martians. The operator responds
with,"What, people on Mars?" "No,
Martians in the US." What! Who's calling
Martians that are living in the United States?
Apparently there are not too many
good commercials out there because the
only ones that I remember are the bad ones.
Most commercials just don't make any
sense. If advertising is such a multi-million
dollar business, I find it pretty irritating that
they don't come up with anything better.
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Arts and Entertainment
Connery and Harris excellent WVOF's Top Ten
in latest legal thriller
Picks of the Week
The Fairfield Mirror
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Just Cause
***l/2(outoffive)
Starring Sean Connery, Laurence Fishburne, Kate
Capshaw, Blair Underwood, and Ed Harris. Based on
the book by John Katzenbach, directed by Arne
Glimcher. Rated R, contains violence, profanity, nudity, adult themes. Running time: 102 minutes.
Kevin Ridolfi
A&E Editor
In a case that strikes extremely close-tohome, Harvard Law Professor Paul Armstrong (Sean
Connery) searches for clues to prove that a young,
smooth-talking, Cornell educated black man (Blair
Underwood) didn 't brutally murder a white girl in the
Florida Everglades. The case of Bobby Earl Ferguson
provides Armstrong with the Opportunity to prove he
can still make it in the courtroom, while simultaneously
continuing his crusade against capital punishment by
proving that innocent people are sometimes mistakenly
sentenced to die.
Of course he took little convincing from his
wife (Kate Capshaw) who told him, "Every once in a
while you've gotta get a little bloody." How right she
was.
Just Cause, which is based on the 1992
suspense novel by John Katzenbach, relies on
emotional flashbacks, plot twists, and eerie scenes to
keep the blood rushing and draw the viewer in. With
its gory murder, blind detective work, and thrilling
finish, director Arne Glimcher's project is closely
related to The Silence of the Lambs (1991), which
ironically made its network debut Sunday night.
Glimcher uses all of the contemporary
techniques to shock and scare the viewer and is, for
the most part successful. However, the strength of the
film still lies in the performances of actors Ed Harris,
Connery, and Laurence Fishburne. As a law movie,
the story may contain some holes and reaches, but
these actors definitely make Just Cause worth seeing.

The film begins with Armstrong debating
the evils of capital punishment with a colleague.
Connery is at his imposing best when in his rebuttal of
the statement "An eye for an eye." After the debate he
meets Ferguson's grandmother who gives him a letter
from her grandson requesting that Armstrong represent
him. After some coaxing from his wife, who we find
has a hidden agenda, Armstrong is off to Gator
country and the backwater town of Ochopee.
After questioning Ferguson, Armstrong is
convinced of his innocence, believing that he only
confessed to the rape and murder after 22 hours of
torture. Throughout his investigation, Armstrong is
harassed by one of the arresting officers, Tanny
Brown (Laurence Fishburne). Fishburne {Higher
Learning) does a fine job of depicting the complex
and stubborn actions of a cop trying to keep his
biggest and most celebrated arrest behind bars.
Adding spice to the mix is Ed Harris' {The
Firm) portrayal of a serial killer also sentenced to die.
Harris' Bible preaching and maniacal behavior—
"Seek and ye shall find"—are as sickenly brilliant as
Anthony Hopkin's portrayal of Hannibal Lechter in
Silence of the Lambs. In fact, Harris makes the other
guy appear as harmless as Barnie.
The plot, which begins like any of Grisham' s
recent courtroom dramas, ends up with more twists
than a Chubby Checker dance contest. By the end of
the film, Armstrong has answered his debate
opponent's question: "Would you believe in capital
punishment to avenge your family?"
Connery is at his best in confrontations; one
of the best moments in the film is his questioning on
Harris on death row. Unfortunately, Capshaw's
portrayal of Armstrong's wife isn't as emotional or as
convincing. The movie would be much stronger if we
actually cared about the members of the Armstrong's
family.
Besides some questionable plot turns and
coincidences—-which seem obligatory in the thriller
genre—Just Cause is riveting and gripping. Though
by the end, the alligator appearances got a little tiring.
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What's up at the Oscars
Robert Gallo
Assistant A&E Editor
Oscar nominations were
handed out last Tuesday, and while
some were very predictable others
were shocking. Most predictable
was Forrest Gump getting 13
nominations, disproving the myth
that the Academy only recognizes
movies that suffered at the box
office. Gump even captured a
nomination for best makeup, which
seems to be stretching it a little bit,
wouldn't you say. To me all of
their nominations were well
deserving, with the exception of
the one for makeup. There is no
doubt that the movie hit a chord
with the American people (a $300
million chord). Gump could pull
off a sweep of the major categories
which hasn't been done in quite
some time. However, notably
absent from the "Gump express"
were both Robin Wright and Sally
Field who failed to be nominated
for best supporting actress. I
thought this was a major omission
as both Field and especially Wright
gave career performances.
Less predictable and
more surprising was the 14 total
nominations that Miramax studios
captured. Pulp Fiction led the
charge with 7 nominations of its
own; setting up a Gump v. Pulp

five nominated. Its accurate
portrayal of inner city life and the
pressure placed on successful
basketball players teaches a lesson
few movies ever teach. Its
presentation as a documentary only
adds to its powers as we know that
we are seeing is real and not a
dramatization. Hoop Dreams also
definitely could have used the
battle in almost all of the major traditional box office boost that
categories. This also gives a great accompanies an Oscar nomination.
boost to Miramax who only three But, hopefully its failure to get
years ago was floundering with nominated will also draw attention
critically acclaimed movies that to it, and people will go see it
nobody saw. With 1992's The because of the controversy. The
Crying Game they began to get the movie is not just about basketball,
attention they deserved, and have its about the fate of two basketball
not let up this year, claiming the stars labeled as "future pros" and
the effect their environment and
fourteen nominations.
Most shocking to me was their star status has on their
the omission of Hoop Dreams in development. So go see it if you
both the Best Picture and Best haven't, and I'll stop complaining
Documentary categories. This about it.
Other movies that should
documentary about the paths of
two black high school basketball get a much needed boost due to a
playersj>rowing up in Chicago had nomination include Quiz Show and
been gaining all types of critical The ShawshankRedemption. Two
acclaim. Roger Ebert declared, it great movies that failed to profit
"the best movie of the year," and . because of poor marketing or in
with the seemingly thin list of Oscar Shawshank's case,a title nobody
worthy movies being produced it understood (I still don'tunderstand
seemed almost a lock to get a it and I saw the movie). But, this is
nomination. This movie is a good time to catch any of these
definitely one of the best five movies that you wanted to see and
movies, and deserves a best picture didn't have the time or didn't know
nomination as much as any of the about until now.

WVOF
Contributing Writer
Welcome, faithfulreaders. Here are some more musical tips
sure to make the grumpiest among you jump up and dance. Yeah,
they're that good. Call 254-4111 and demand they be heard. Stay
cool, be hip, rock on.
1 The Trip-Hop Test Part One Looking for something new.
This compilation features artists mixing acid (trip)jazz with hip-hop.
Check Saint Etienne's "Filthy" and groove, baby, groove.
2 B-Movie Brain Five second rate bands play for an
imaginary B-movie soundtrack, resulting in a collection a laQuentin
Tarentino. The Zombie Surfers are the best of the bunch. Catch the
wave before the tide comes in.
3 P. Jf. Harvey Down by the Water Everyone's favorite
Polly Jean Harvey returns with pre-release single to her up-coming
full length. She's already whispered her way onto the UN's End File,
so why don't you request her hush on WVOF. Come on, be the first
on your block. The number again is 254-4111.
4 Prick Prick You know, like what a thorn does when it
draws blood from a finger. This rocks because it bears Trent Reznor's
stamp of approval - his label Nothing distributes it Prick mimic
Reznor's trademark sampling and white noise, but reproduce
something decidedly more upbeat. The vocals are early B-52's and
make for quite a mix.
5 New Radiant Storm King August Revital Has this
appeared before? If so, so be it, for it bears repeating, needing
exposure and representation. This is staple college radio fare served
with lots of spice.
6 Kustomized The Battle for Space On the inner sleeve of
the CD, this foursome appears not with guitars, or groupies, but
dressed in silver space suits, bound , it seems, for other worlds. True
to form, this is yet another Matador band unable to disappoint. If there
be love, let it rest with Matador.
7 Mecca Sitting On Snaps Though love be blind, I may be
too kind, to this latest Matador find. Ahh, shoot the poet before he
hurts someone. And when the smoke clears, call WVOF.
8 Latimer World's Portable Imagine Bleach-era Nirvana
met with Superchunk and put together an album. Well, this is it.
9 Polara Imagine Superchunk made an album. Well, this
is it. The similarities are amazing Shh! Come here, but you've gotta
be real quiet, and for God's sake don't tell anyone — the number for
requests is 254-4111.
10 This week, and this week only #10 on WVOF's Top Ten
Tunes list is your pick. That's right, it's up to you, and it's important,
so let's see some quality work. The method is simple, a breeze, easy
to compute and done in two shakes of a Margarita. It's at your
fingertips, so to speak-easy. 254-4111. Cheers!

Grammy Nominees
Record of the Year
"I'll Make Love to You," Boyz II
Men
He Thinks He'UKeep her," Mary
Chapin Carpenter
All I Wanna Do," SherylCrow
Love Sneakin' Up on You,"
Bonnie Raitt
Streets of Philadelphia," Bruce
Springsteen
Album of the Year
MTV Unplugged Tony Bennett
The 3 Tenors in Concert 1994
Carreras, Domingo, and Pavarotti
From the Cradle Eric Clapton
Longing in Their Hearts Bonnie
Raitt
Seal Seal
Pop Vocal, Female
"Hero," Mariah Carey
"All I Wanna Do," Sheryl Crow
"The Power of Love," Celine Dion
"Longing in Their Hearts,"
Bonnie Raitt
"Ordffiary Miracles," Streisand

Alternative Performance
Under the Pink Tori Amos
God Shuffled His Feet Crash Tesi
Dummies
Dookie Green Day
Fumbling Towards Ecstasy Sarat
McLachlan
The Downward Spiral Nine Incl
Nails
Best New Artist
Sheryl Crow
Ace of Base
Counting Crows
Crash Test Dummies
Green Day
Rock Performance, Group
"Crazy," Aerosmith
"Round Here," Counting Crows
"Basket Case," Green Day
"All Apologies," Nirvana
"Daughter," Pearl Jam
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Preview
Filmmaker sheds
light on Russian life Theatre Fair field's Twelfth Night
Nicole Rivard

Assistant Campus Life
Editor
As I listened to Marina
Goldovskaya I did not have the
nostalgia she felt towards the
homeland because I am not from
Russia. As I watched her awardwinning documentaries I could
understand why she is nostalgic.
Marina's films did not reek of
political messages. Instead, they
appealed to the heart, so no matter
what your political background
you couldn't help but give in to
compassion.
"We will be sick for a
long time," Marina said. "If we
are treated like Europe and if you
judge us by the strong democratic
countries, then we will not
survive."
Marina communicates
that message through her film and
she also gives us a better
understanding of who the Russian
people are and what made them
that way.
The first film she
showed, The House on the Arbat,
featured historical footage along
with people's memories. The
house was once a beautiful
apartment building but after the
1917 Revolution and the reduction
of private living space, it was
turned into a collective housing
unit.
The film is filled with
real people and symbols as well,
using a special lens and
photographic techniques, Marina
makes the house look like a
massive ship. She did this because
she felt the house and its former
inhabitants represent Russia. It's
big, mysterious and beautiful, but
very unhappy. The house and
Russia are like a ship floating
through the 20th century, a century

that has been cruel at times. Today
the house is an office building.
The second film Lucky
to be Born in Russia, focuses on
the struggles of today and the
problems of the past. The footage
varies from domestic lives to the
attempted seizure of a T. V. station
by rebels to cover the breakup of
the Soviet Union.
Although there are a lot
of examples and details, the
documentary
successfully
assembles itself. As a result, we
see the Russians engaged in a
spiritual battlefield, hoping to
secure a niche for themselves,
and to establish a future where
there was none before.
Marina Goldovskaya is
a visiting professor of film at
UCLA and in Moscow. Her film
presentation was a segment of a
six-part Russian film series
sponsored by the University's
Humanities Institute, the PepsiCo
Russian Studies program, and the
Dean's office in the College of
Arts and Sciences.
Marina was pushed to
do something with these ideas
when a young American asked
her "Why are you Russians all
spies?" He had been taught
Russians were all communists,
all nasty, and all spies. Marina
wanted to create a new image to
know your friend, instead of know
your enemy.
"Reading
the
newspapers you mostly get
negative information," Marina
said.
Marina uses her camera
to report just as a newspaper
would. Her camera frames the
events in a different way,
revealing what we don't know
and melting for us the icy traces
of the Cold War.

Rahul Siddharth
Theatre Fairfield Public
Relations
You've read things by
him. You've read things about him.
You have even written things by
and about him. Now, watch the
real thing. William Shakespeare's
musical romantic comedy, Twelfth
Night, Theatre Fairfield's third
production of the 1994-95 season,
is opening at the Wien Experimental Theatre in the Quick Center
for the Arts on March 1 and will
run through March 5.
The story's central plot
surrounds Viola, the young heroine
who poses as a man in the court of
Duke Orsino of Illyria. But as Viola
falls in love with Orsino, the object
of Orsino's affections, the Countess
Olivia, mistakenly falls in love with
a disguised Viola, culminating in a
bizarre love triangle. Twelfth Night
contains some of the major themes
present in many of Shakespeare's
other comic works. Plots involving
mistaken identity, young love, and
humorous revenge all come
together to create one of his finest
comic masterpieces.
The cast of Twelfth Night
consists of 15 dedicated and
enthusiastic students who enrolled
in a Shakespeare Production
Seminar last semester to prepare
for the show; seniors Wendy
Carder, Christopher Cause, Erin
Pender, MattRashid, and Sarajane
Smith; juniors Kevin Ahern, Joe
Davis, Luke Wrobel, and Rahul
Siddharth; sophomores January
Merola, Wendy Popeck, and Brian
Parker Sullivan; and freshmen
Lorraine Bransfield, Jennifer

Book Review

The Shipping News

(From left) Luke Wrobel, Erin Pender, and Joe Davis in
Theatre Fairfield's Twelfth Night.
Strycharz, and Rob Fewkes. Stage
managing for this show is junior
John Power, who is assisted by
Carlos Diaz and Erin Marcel.
Senior Suzanne Rydz is assisting
as Costume Designer.
The head of Fairfield
University's theatre program, Dr.
Martha S. LoMonaco also heads
the production team as director,
and is joined by Technical Director
Barry Albright, and guest artists
Karl G. Ruling as scenic and
lighting designer, Suzanne Jackson
as costume designer, Sarah
Franklin as choreographer, and
Stephen Brananski, who is

Area Theaters

composing and performing the
original musical score.
Twelfth Night begins its
five day run on Wednesday, March
1, with 8 pm performances March
1 through 4, and 2 pm performances
March 4 and 5. Tickets are $3.00
with a valid student ID and will be
on sale at the Quick Center Box
Office, Tuesday through Saturday
from 10 am until 5 pm, and one
hour prior to each performance.
Tickets will also be available during
lunch and dinner hours at the
Campus Center. For reservations,
contact the Box Office at 254-4010.

Fairfield Community
255-6555

Trumbull Crown Cinemas
374-0462

Bridgeport Showcase
339-7171

Milford Showcase
878-5600

Fairfield Cinema
339-7151

Melissa Masikiewicz
Staff Writer
As a newspaper reporter and single father raising two young daughter in upstate
New York, Quoyle has had more than his share of troubles. Every summer, he gets fired to
make room for the boss' college-aged kids, and rehired in the fall when they return to school.
The big-hearted 36-year-old had loved his cheating wife, but she made him feel miserable
from the first day of their marriage. After their children were born, she pretended she didn't
know them and told Quoyle, "I didn't want to be married to anybody. And I don't feel like
being a mama to anybody either." But he tried to make her happy anyway, until she left him
physically as well as emotionally in a car accident.
The Shipping News, by E. Annie Proulx, traces Quoyle as he tries to make a new
life for his family in Killick-Claw, Newfoundland, the home of his ancestors. His lonely
aunt accompanies them, moving her upholstery business, and helps him raise his daughters.
Quoyle finds a job in nearby Flour Sack Cove, a fishing village with just four roads, at The
Gammy Bird, a 44-page tabloid with strict policies: every issue features a car wreck picture
on page one and at least a few sexual abuse stories inside. The eccentric editor demands that
each issue contain typos, for humor, and has a file of old car accident pictures to be used
in a pinch.
Quoyle begins to rebuild his life, befriending the locals and learning that everyone
has their own hardships. As he writes articles and gathers information for his column, "The
Shipping News," he develops an appreciation for the his ancestors called home.
While Proulx' style, which uses sentence fragments extensively, is difficult to
sludge through at times, the style accurately portrays Quoyle's inner thoughts, as they jump
quickly between subjects. One original and effective feature of her writing is the use of
"newspaper headlines" which Quoyle says to himself frequently, such as "Man Dies of
Broken Heart" and "Stupid Man Does Wrong Thing Once More." The reader can't help
wishing that this poor man's life would bring him happiness for a change.
A sad yet heartwarming novel, The Shipping News won the 1994 Pulitzer Prize for
Fiction. It is satisfying throughout, filled with rich characters struggling to keep*their spirits
up and their secrets hidden in a frozen land.
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Tarantino's movies
'Star Trek Voyager'
feature great
charts new territory
soundtracks
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Michael Lynch
Contributing Writer
Just when you thought it was safe
to turn on your television, Paramount is
ready once again "to boldly go where no
one has gone before" with their new series,
Star Trek Voyager (UPN Mondays 8:00).
Be prepared to be bombarded with more
Vulcans and Klingons, phasers, and spatial
anomalies as there is a new Trek out there
to be consumed by a public that can't seem
to get enough of thi s pop culture icon. What
the producers of this latest spinoff offer us
has the potential to be a "fascinating" new
show.
When the decision was made to
create a third spinoff in the Star Trek
franchise the creators could have played
things safe and turned out a bland,
unimaginative show—following the logic
that if you slap the name of Star Trek on to
anything, it will get ratings such as the
second spinoff Deep Space Aftwe. However,
there was more at stake with this edition of
Gene Roddenberry's classic sci-fi drama,
Voyager was selected as the flagship series
of the new startup network UPN (the United/
Paramount Network). They chose to take a
few risks, to make the series fresh and give
it the ability to stand on its own, yet at the
same time firmly entrench it in what has
worked in the past.
This time the series is once again
based on a starship, the USS Voyager. The
twist thatmakes Voyager differentis that in
the first episode, the crew of this new ship
are stranded on the other side of the galaxy,
where it will take 70 years for them to
return home. This was an attempt to return
the series to its roots, where they are
constantly encountering new aliens, both
friends and foes alike. The crew is also a
mix of old and new. Paramount has filled
this new ship with a plethora of Politically

Correct characters, including an AfricanAmerican Vulcan (Tim Russ), an Asian
Ensign (Garret Wang), an American Indian
first officer (Robert Beltran), and in the
boldest -move of all, a woman in the
captain's chair (Kate Mulgrew).
Star Trek Voyager was meant to
be the series that launched a network, and
the vehicle that wouidcarry the Trek empire
into the 2lst Century. After the first six
weeks, the series has been an immediate
success in both the ratings and among
critics (this writer included). The show has
seemed to bit the ground running, as it
were. The cast appears to have anexcellent
rapport together, and the characters are
both interesting and identifiable with the
viewer: two things that Next Generation
took several years to develop and that
Deep Space Nine never has. Even more
importantly, the stories for Voyager have
been both entertaining and compelling.
The thing that made all of the Star
Trek series, and science fiction as a whole,
popular is its ability to deal with
contemporary and very human issues in a
fantasy setting. In its initial episodes
Voyager has dealt with such things as the
dangers of nuclear power, our growing
dependence on government to maintain
our lives, the plight of those facing
permanent paralysis, and euthanasia.
So Paramount seems to have a hit
on their hands, one that seems worthy of
carrying the torch of Kirk, Spock, and
Picard. The show is fun to watch, and will
make you laugh one minute, and set you on
the edge of your seat the next. Most
importantly of all, it will make you think,
as all good television should. So whether
you're the type to run around dressed up as
some weird alien, or have never watched
any Trek, it is worth taking a look at.
Underneath all of the techno-babble and
mi 1 lion dollar special eff ectsi t sa real winner
of a show.

Sounds of the Near East
PR
New York's Near Eastern Music Ensemble, directed Sjy Simon Shaheen, will
perform at the Quick Center for the Arts at Fairfield University on Wednesday, March 1,
at 8 p.m. The Ensemble was created to increase appreciation of Near Eastern music through
concerts, recordings, workshops and lecture demonstrations.
The Near Eastern Music Ensemble was formed in 1982 by Shaheen, a master of
the oud, a short-necked, pear-shaped instrument. Shaheen, who is also a violinist, and is
described by critics as a leading musician in the Arab World, was recently chosen as one
of 11 recipients of The National Heritage Fellowship Awards from the National Endowment
for the Arts.
The Ensemble consists of seven extraordinary musicians who have gathered from
around the world to develop their art in New York: Youssef Kassab, vocals; Tarek
Benbrahim, oud; Bassab Saba, nay; George Basil, qanun; Najib Shaheen, oud; Michael
Mirhige, percussion; and Simon Shaheen, violin and oud. The group promotes music of
Near Eastern heritage, while building a bridge between East and West through collaborative
work among Americans, Arab-Americans and all Near Eastern peoples.
Since its inception, the ensemble has presented concerts at major universities,
festivals, community centers and museums in North America. Their performance at the
Quick Center in March is free and open to the public.

1 MONTH UNLIMITED TftNNING

ONLY $49 *L

* add $2.00 per face session

ID

TROPIGAb
HOT
NEW LAMPS

Trumbull
452-0228

Fairfield
371-8261

Norwalk
849-0006

Nell Bateman
Staff Writer
There's been much talk—maybe
too much—about Quentin Tarantino' s latest
film, Pulp Fiction. I've been criticized one
too many times concerning my personal
opinion of the movie: the in media res
chronology is confusing and spasmodic, the
violence is inappreciable gore, and when
the credits began to roll as the lights of the
movie theater illuminated, I found myself
asking "What??" questioning the basic plot.
I completely understand other's admiration,
however; the dialogue is sheer Tarantino—
genius. The cast selection is to be praised as
well—Uma Thurman' s performance is quite
definitely one to be respected, and no one
would be able to recite Ezekiel 25:17 as
intensely as Samuel L. Jackson. ButI believe
I am indeed a minority when I say Pulp
Fiction simply didn't do it for me. It's
soundtrack, however, is entirely a different
story.
Taratino's soundtracks are unique
in that he incorporates random spurts of
dialogue from the movie between the songs.
It's hard to appreciate, the soundtrack, then,
if you haven't seen the movie. I bought the
Reservoir Dogs soundtrack long before I
viewed the film, therefore, the Madonna
Speech, Let's Get A Taco, and Stephen
Wright's DJ interludes didn't make much
sense to me. And of course one can't admire
Jackson's rendition of the Old Testament if

one has not seen Pulp.
It has been interesting , and
somewhat amusing, to observe that due to
Pulp Fiction's hype, people have begun to
jump on the Reservoir Dogs bandwagon. In
short, listening to the infamous Tarantino
soundtracks is becoming trendy. It's true
that the music from both of these motion
pictures is excellent and truly one of a kind
- but the only reason why so many people are
now familiar with Reservoir Dogs is because
the soundtracks are now conveniently sol
together. Get real—Reservoir Dogs came
out four years ago.
So when I see the trendy people at
Kelly's dancing and singing all the words to
the Tarantino soundtracks, I halfheartedly
sigh and ask myself—why weren't they
Hooked on that Feeling.. .when it came out
years ago?

Thunderstick to perform
at Kelly's tomorrow
Kevin Rjdolfi
A&E Editor
Tomorrow night, February 24, provides a unique, almost
once-in-a-lifetime experience: the
chance to see a Fairfield professor
hanging out at Kelly's. Music
professor and jazz ensemble
instructor Brian Torff will be
performing live with his band
Thunderstick starting at 10 pm.
This is the band's follow
up performance to their well
received appearance at the Black
Box back in November. There the
band rocked through a diverse set
that combined elements of rock,
jazz, reggae, funk, and the blues.
Tomorrow night promises more of
the same. Most of Thunderstick's
songs are originals—some tonguein-cheek—written by Torff, who
plays stand-up bass and sings.
Besides Torff, who
teaches classes in rock, jazz, and
American popular music at
Fairfield, the band is made up of three of his
former students: Derek Perry, Steven Clarke,
and Tim Smethurst.
In the same vein as his teaching
style, Torff s performances are extremely
personable and interactive. Combined with
the student-friendly environment of Kelly' s,
this should result in a fantastic show. At the

very least, the gig will give you the
opportunity to find out the definition of
"Acid Jazz."
For those of you who have been
living under a rock, Kelly's is located at
3445 Fairfield Avenue. And in light of last
week's fake ID arrests, use your head, you 're
responsible for your own actions.

Cool, clear, crisp: A&E Ice
Experience the sensation

Sports
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Skaters stopped by Wesleyan
but defeat Iona

The Fairfield hockey team split its
last two ECAC South games of the season
to finish 11 -3 in the division. This past week
the Stags defeated 6-4 but were upset by
Wesleyan 5-2.
Last Saturday at the Wonderland
of Ice in Bridgeport, the Stags (17-7) fell
victim to a hot goalie which, combined with
their poor play, to spark the 5-2 Wesleyan
win.
While Fairfield outshot Wesleyan
47-26, visiting goalkeeper Mike Astarita
stopped 45 of those shots, allowing only
unassisted goals by Greg Stone at 11:16 of
the second period and by Anthony Spinelli
at 12:41 of the third period. Goalkeeper
Brian Manning (3-2) made 21 saves for the
Stags.
Head coach Dr. John McCarthy

was not pleased with his team' s performance,
although the loss did not effect the Stags'
second place standing in the ECAC South
behind Skidmore.
"We played very poorly and I was
unhappy with the way our players responded
to Wesleyan's players," Dr. McCarthy said,
referring to the ejections and consequent
one game suspensions of two Fairfield
defensemen, Marc Spellane and Kevin Ryan.
On Wednesday of last week, the
Stags used a five goal third period for a 6-4
ECAC South win over the Gaels.
Chris Thomas scored on the power
play for Fairfield at 1:43 of the first period
(assists Ryan and Stone) to tie the game at
1-1. Iona scored two goals in the second to
take a 3-1 lead into the final period.
The Stags' offense erupted in the
third period, started by Stone at 14:52
(assists Daniel Braasch and Thomas) and

followed 20 seconds later by an unassisted
goal by Braasch.
Adam Mclnerney scored a power
play goal at 9:02 (assist Thomas) and
Michael Condelli scored the eventual game
winning goal at 5:52 (assists Scott
Toczylowski and Ryan Murray). Stone
added a short handed empty net goal with
55 seconds left for the 6-4 final.
The Stags outshot Iona 40-20 and
goalie Steve Woodward (11-4) made 16
saves.
Dr. McCarthy is still confident
Fairfield will get an ECAC Division III
playoff bid.
"The only question is where we
will be seeded," McCarthy said.
The Stags played St. Michael's
last night (after press time) in a game
which could effect playoff seeding and
they finish off the regular season at Army
on Saturday.

Adam Mclnerney and the Stags faced off against Iona and came away with a win in the ECAC.

Five to be inducted into
Hall of Fame
Dan Martin
Sports Editor
Five former athletes will be honored
by the Fairfield University Alumni
Association and athletic department at
halftime of the men's basketball game this
Sunday against Loyola at 2:00 p.m. The
athletes will be inducted into Fairfield's
Athletic Hall of Fame after the game.
The honorees are Gary Dittrich
' 74, Steve Festa' 84, James Kuhlmann, John
McConachie '69 and A.J. Wynder '87.
Dittrich was the first women's
basketball coach at Fairfield. He formed the
team and in 1973, the Lady Stags began play
at the club level and finished 7-1. The quad
was then elevated to Division III varsity
status and went undefeated. Dittrich coached
two more seasons, compiling a 41 -.17 career
record.
Festa, a four-year starter on the ice
hockey team and captain in 1983-84 led
Fairfield in scoring three years in a row.
Festa holds the school varsity scoring record
with 193 points. He was Fairfield's Alumni
Association's Male Athlete of the Year as a

senior.
Kuhlmann headed the men's
soccer team from its creation to its current
position as MAAC contender, spanning a
quarter century, 1962-1986. He built the
entire program, including funding and
recruiting. Kuhlmann passed away in
August.
McConachie was Fairfield's
number one golfer in his junior and senior
years and team captain as a senior. He led
the Stags to a bid in the 1969 NCAA National
Tournament while finishing as individual
runner-up in the 1969 intercollegiate
championship.
Wynder, a starting guard on the
men's basketball team for four years, guided
the Stags to their only two NCAA
Tournament appearances, in 1986 and 1987.
He played more games than any other Stag
(116) and ranks tenth all time on Fairfield's
scoring list, with 1313. Wynder has played
basketball on almost all levels since
graduation and is the only Fairfield player
ever to appear in the NBA, signing a 10-day
contact with the Boston Celtics in 1991. He
now plays for the Tri-City Chinooks.

photo: N.Nitis

McGlynn points
Lady Stags in
right direction
David Russo
Staff Writer
A basketball team relies on its point
guard to 'quarterback' the offense. The point
guard is responsible for carrying the ball
through an opponents' full court press into the
front court, setting the offense, delivering a
pass to an open teammate, and if open, scoring
the basket. A point guard must also possess a
high court awareness, an unselfish attitude,
and the ability to control the tempo of the
game.
Lady Stag point guard Tami
McGlynn possesses each of these qualities.
Her contributions to the Lady Stags are
numerous, and cannot be attributed to statistics
alone. The quiet but aggressive way in which
she plays each game is definitely noticed.
"I like to show my aggressiveness
through my game," McGlynn said, "Defense
is just as hard to play as offense, lots of effort
is needed for both." This two way approach to
the game has enabled McGlynn much success
throughout her basketball career.
McGlynn began playing basketball
in the second grade, largely due to family
influences. "Myolder sisters played basketball,
and athletics were very important in my
family." McGlynn continued to play basketball
throughout her childhood, attending various
camps around the country each summer,
developing into an excellent player.
McGlynn attended her neighborhood
high school, a high school with a national
reputation for basketball excellence, Christ
The King. At Christ The King, she was
offered many unique opportunities. Each
summer she was chosen to her regional
Amateur Athletic Union Select Team,
traveling to many locations throughout the
country; however, the crowning moment of
her high school career would come in her
senior year.
In her senior year she averaged 10.5
points, four rebounds and four assists per
game. As co-captain, she led her team to an
unexpected national championship.

(Continued on p. 15)

Sports
Men's hoops lose one to the Jaspers,
falling for the fifth straight time
The Fairfield Mirror

(Continued from p. 16)
Sean Clarke picked up two fouls
in 10 seconds for four overall.
Francis picked up his fourth one
minute later, hurting coach Paul
Cormier's rotation due to the
aforementioned injuries. The
Jasper lead was still 49-39 with
7:49 remaining, but Francis hit
his fifth three, Shannon Bowman
hit a layup and Brent Wall
knocked down a three to trim the
Jasper lead to 49-47 as the crowd
of 2395 roared its approval.
But Francis, the only
Stag who had been producing
offensively and single-handedly
kept the Stags in the game, fouled
out one minute later as Ted Ellis
converted a three point play.
Clarke hit a clutch three for a 5250 deficit, but the Stags could not
convert on two possessions down

by two.
For the Stags, the major
was the 16 for 28 free throws
(57%), including three missed
front ends of one-and-ones.
Despite the free throws and the
injuries, however, the Stags
showed courage in battling the
23-2 Jaspers who own a 14 game
winning streak the most wins of
any Division I school and the
best winning percentage (.920)
in the nation.
NOTES: In the first
half, the Jaspers hit 8 of 9 free
throws while facing the student
section as they encountered token
resistance and noise from the
cheerleaders and the band.
Despite the excellent turnout, the
vast majority of students remain
seated on these occasions.

Anyone in attendance realizes the
potential for noise at Alumni Hall
when the fans erupted as the Stags
cut the deficit to two. Think of
what the score would have been if
the fans stood up and caused some
missed free throws. Why not start
this intensity at tipoff instead of
with five minutes to play?
After a game at Iona
tonight, the Stags and Sy tulek play
their last games of the season of
the season and career at Alumni
Hall this Sunday at 2 p.m. against
Loyola. Since this is Sytulek's
last home game as a Stag, please
give him a deserving standing
ovation. Before he attempts to
play in next week's MAAC
Tournament, the brave and classy
Sytulek should receive an
appropriate send-off.

Fairfield guard avoids sophomore slump
(Continued from p. 14)

*

"We
proved
everyone wrong in winning,"
she said, and when it was time
to choose a college, McGlynn
knew exactly what she wanted.
"I wanted a school
that was not far from home,
and strong academically,"
McGlynn said, and after her
visit to Fairfield the decision
was easy. " I liked the team,
and the coaches^ I felt very
comfortable."
In her freshman year
at Fairfield McGlynn played
in all 29 games, eventually
earning the starting nod in the
last seven. Her impressive play
was noticed by the Metro
Atlantic Athletic Conference
as she was named to the
MAAC All Rookie Team.
This
season
McGlynn's quiet leadership
has propelled the Lady Stags
to their current record of 1411. She ranks second on the
team in steals, assists, and three

*

Tami McGlynn has helped guide the Lady Stags to wins in 6 pLL.
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Intramural Update
Matt Capuzzi
Staff Writer
As the intramural basketball season comes to a close, the I.M
staff has chosen its top players of the season.

A Division

B Division

C Division

F Craig Martin
F Eric Munt
C Steve Elliott
G Jeff Seganos
G Scott Torello

F John Shannon
F Scott Faraci
C Mike Mura
G Mike Feeney
G Kevin Ianucilli

F Ryan Kelly
F Peter Rider
C Brian Keefe
GDoc Orman
G Jay Heden

Women
F Nikki Velez
F Sarah Truscinski
C Rosanne Salonia
G Heather Knight
G Sharon Beaudette
MVP
Men: Scott Torello
Women: Nikki Velez
Rookie of the Year
Dave Bridges
Most Improved Plaver
Men: Daryl Brown
Women: Sarah Truscinski

After the opening weeks of volleyball, Zeek Passers and RIF' s
lead the charge in the men' s division, while Absolute Aces and Pishgoose
Groose are emerging as the top two women's teams.
Correction: In the women's hoops final, it was Running
Women over Tragedies (I hope your happy, J.M.).

point field goal percentage, an
aspect of her game which she has
worked hard to improve.
"This season I don't
hesitate as much in shooting as I
used to," McGlynn said,"I have
been working on my own and have
much more confidence in my shot."
Her season goal is a
MAAC Championship, something
she feels is attainable.
"Everybody wants to win,
everybody has worked hard, and
everybody can score," she said. If
a point guard can deliver a pass to
an open teammate, everybody will
score, and McGlynn'is able to
deliver in a quiet, but forceful
manner.

r

Northwestern
Summer Session '95

Fairfield Baseball
Looking To Fill
Roster
Positions available
for Team Manager
Team Statistician
PA Announcer/
Scoreboard
Operator
If interested contact
John Slosar at
x2605.

For a free copy of the Summer Session '95
catalog, call 1-800-FINDS NU (in Illinois, call 708-

Everything
under the sun.
At Northwestern's Summer Session
you'll find the same variety of
courses we offer during the rest of
the year: more than 300 courses
in everything from anthropology to
storytelling. Each summer students
from all over the country earn a full
year's credit in our intensives in
chemistry, physics, and languages.
Consider Summer Session at

Co-Rec'
Jim Downey
Chris Pultz
Jen McCarthy
Julie Webb
Peg Quinn

491-5250), fax your request to 708-491-3660,
e-mail your request to summer95@nwu.edu, or
mail this coupon to Summer Session '95, 2115
North Campus Drive, Suite 162, Evanston, Illinois
60208-2650.

Northwestern, where you can study
almost everything under the sun.

Send the catalog to

Noteworthy in '95: Field schools in
archaeology, environmental studies,
ethnography, and urban studies
and a six-week program in Prague.

Name

O my home

O my school.

School Address
City

State

Zip

Home Address

For more information, please call
1-800-FINDS NU.

City

State

Zip

Northwestern is an equal opportunity, affirmative action educator and
employer.
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Manhattan sends Stags reeling
Dan Flynn
Staff Writer
The Stags suffered their
fifth consecutive loss on Monday
night to the Manhattan Jaspers, 6556, as their record fell to 11-13 (57intheMAAC). Despite the losses
of Scott Sytulek and Shane Miller,
the Stags hung tough in a defensive
struggle before Ted Ellis (13 points)
had seven clutch points in 4:41
down the stretch.
The start of the game was
ugly for both teams, as Manhattan
went 5:09 between points and
Fairfield only mustered four points
durihg that same stretch. There
were three ties and three lead
changes in a seesaw first half. The
Stags' last lead was 15-14 at the
6:34 mark after one of Greg
Francis' five three pointers, which
led to his game high 22 points.
Manhattan went on a 13-3 run over
the next three minutes, highlighted
by Jamal Marshall's six points in a
row, Travis Lyons'consecutive put
back baskets and a wide open Ellis
three.
Once again, Francis hit
another clutch three to trim the
lead to 27-23, but consecutive steals
by Tarik Thacker and Keaton
Hyman built the Jasper lead to 31 23. The Stags shot 3 for their first
19 and ended up 6 for 25 (24%)
overall for the opening half. They
also hit only 9 of 16 from the line
(56%). Manhattan's numbers in

Dan Martin
Sports Editor

[>reg Francis nearly led Fairfield to an upset of Manhattan with 22 points
photo: M. Conrac
Francis had 8 of the Stags
those respective departments were
32% on field goals and 50% from first 9 points of the second half, but
(Continued on p. 15)
the free throw line.

Defeat Army, St. Peter's and Canisius

The Fairfield Lady Stags
crushed Army on Tuesday night,
moving to 14-11 overall. They
rolled into last week with a five
game winning streak to hold a
strong third place position in the
MAAC. Wednesday night at
Alumni Hall, Fairfield faced St.
Peter's, who were 9-0 in the MAAC
(18-3 overall). The Peahens
entered the game on their own
winning streak of 15.
St. Peter's handed the
Lady Stags on January 26 and
Fairfield sought revenge. Fairfield
led 39-37 at the half, with both
teams playing well. The Lady Stags
took control with an 11-4 run
behind a Christine Fryer three point
shot and then 6 straight points by
Dana Mathews to pull ahead 5948. Fairfield pulled away for an
88-75 final to increase its winning
streak to six.
Mathews poured in 17

Out in
Left
Field
The Blunderland of Ice

Fairfield ruffles Peahens feathers
Clem Pascarella
Tim Rahilly
Staff Writers

The Fairfield Mirror

points on 5 for eight shooting.
Fryer, Christine Wallace and
Lauren Reitwiesner also scored in
double figures.
After five out of six games
at home, the Lady Stags headed
out on a four game road trip. They
visited Niagara (7-14, 2-7 in the
MAAC) and Canisius (18-6, 10-2
in the MAAC).
After
impressively
beating Niagara earlier in the
season, they came up short in the
rematch. A slow start resulted in a
39-29 deficit at the half. The Lady
Stags shot 27% from the field and
2 for 10 from the point range.
Niagara shot a solid 41%.
Niagara forced Fairfield
into numerous bad shots in the
second half and fell 89-77, almost
a 40 point swing from the first
game. Carla Johns provided the
only bright spot for Fairfield,
scoring 16 points. Overall, the
Lady Stags shot 37%.
The Lady Stags played
determined basketball in defeating
second place Canisius 90-84,

coming back after having their
streak snapped. Their defense
sparked the offense, forcing 18
turnovers in the first half and
building a 48-32 lead. The Lady
Stags nailed 51% of their shots.
Canisius fought back in
the second half, cutting the lead to
one several times, but never taking
the lead. Fairfield was strong off
the boards, with Wallace leading
the way with a career high 18.
They held off Canisius after a slow
start and won 79-71. Fryer led the
way with 25 and Jessica Grossarth
had 16 on her way to her recordtying sixth MAAC Rookie of the
Week award.
Fairfield stands in third
place in the MAAC with an 8-4
conference record, trailing St.
Peter's(10-l)andCanisius(10-3).
The team has three regular season
games left before the MAAC
tournament.
They play at
Manhattan on Saturday and come
back home for their season finale
against Iona on Monday night in
Alumni Hall.

Inside Sports:
Hockey splits two;
Hall of Fame Sunday;
Player Profile:
Tami McGlynn

Three dollars. That is what it costs to go to a Fairfield Stag;
lockey game at Bridgeport's Wonderland of Ice. I realize that three
iollars is not a great amount to pay for a night of fun and entertainment
jut I can't figure out what that money is going to, because it certainl)
sn't towards doing anything to the place.
On Saturday night, I ventured into Bridgeport and after running
i serpentinious route to avoid the random'gunplay, strode into "The Ta
Vlahal of College Hockey." The sight of the arena left me with a feeling
)f awe. The Stags lost to Wesleyan 5-2, but the outcome of the game
wasn't really important to me. The whole experience was really whai
nade an impression.
I was greeted by the ticket lady with a friendly "Jesus. More
customers." This added to the cheerful atmosphere. Looking at the flooi
ind the walls of the place, I became determined not to touch anything
Filth permeated the inside of the Wonderland.
Passing into the rink area was even more depressing. Storie
lave long been told about the sad condition that the players are forced tc
jerform under, but mere words cannot possibly describe the deplorable
tate of this rink. The idea of building new sports facilities modeled aftei
*reat arenas and stadiums of the past is very popular. Many teams choose
:o simply refurbish existing buildings in order to keep alive the historj
ind tradition of the sport. But Fairfield has taken it a bit too far and has
:hosen to play in a burnt out, decrepit warehouse.
Throughout the three hour game, the feeling that I was
iomewhere in a remote, arctic region of Russia watching one of it;
rational teams practice was inescapable. My breath created a cloud ir
front of me, every exposed area of skin became frostbitten and Doc
VlcCarthy glowered ominously onto the ice like a dictatorial Russiar
:oach, all seen while in an edifice that seemed to be ready to collapse il
inyone made one false move.
The roof of the Wonderland was so low that pucks occasionally
smacked into it, which added a new facet to the game. Sure, Wayne
3retzky is a good player, but I'd like to see him deal with a carom off ol
i rafter. Fairfield should be unstoppable on that play. That's about the
extent of their home ice advantage. In college hockey, the crowc
"lormally plays a significant role in the game, but not here. The fact thai
here were only about 25 people in attendance limited their effect. Ir
iddition, the noise of the fans, who screamed and yelled like only hockej
ificionados can, was reduced by the freezing temperature at rink side
Apparently that advanced 1960's technology that allows the ice tc
emain frozen without keeping the entire building at 20 degrees has yei
:o be discovered by the owners of the Wonderland. Another detrimen
:o the fans was the alarmingly low height of the plastic shields above the
joards that serve as the sole protection between the puck and your face
[ find it difficult to get into the game when I am constantly dropping tc
he floor and yelling, "Hit the deck!"
The overhead speakers at center ice looked to have been broker
since the last century. Also hanging from the ceiling, not far from them
were blue barrels that didn't appear to serve any purpose at all. Perhaps
hey make up the new sound system which transmit absolutely no sounds
;learly. The public address announcer would have been more effective
f he had covered up the microphone and just yelled his proclamations
Yet another example of how time has passed the Wonderlanc
jy wastheZamboni. Regardlessof whether one enjoys watching hocke)
w not, everyone likes the Zamboni. In fact, if I'm at a boring game, I fine
nyserf waiting for the periods to end just so that I can say, "Hey, look
rhere's the Zamboni." But on Saturday night, the game was delayed bj
10 minutes because the thing got stuck trying to get off the ice. No one
ikes the Zamboni that much.
It's a shame that a quality program like our hockey team is no
»iven an appropriate arena to play in. The Stags deserve great credit foi
loing as well as they have and they deserve more fans at their games
ITiey won't get that until a rink is built on campus. So, what's the
administration waiting for?

Home Games:
Sunday- Men's Basketball vs.
Loyola 2 p.m.
Monday- Women's Basketball
vs. Iona 7 p.m.

